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IN T R O D U C TIO N
I  came to the Environm ental Studies program  at the U niversity of 
M ontana as an East coaster. I  knew nothing about heap-leach m ining, buU 
trout, or the grizzly bear recovery plan. A t orientation, I  interrupted  
professor of environm ental science, V icki W atson, in  the m iddle o f her 
presentation, asking her to define "riparian area." I  was ignorant of 
western wilderness issues, but quite engaged w ith  the fam iliar issues of my 
coast— w ith  the Environm ental Justice m ovem ent in  N ew  York C ity, w ith  
the public protest of the paper mUls Rum ford, M aine, ̂  and w ith  Lois Gibbs 
and the Love Canal.2 Environm ental problems always had a hum an face, 
and often inhum ane consequences.
A lthough I  am now m ore fam iliar w ith  the regional environm ental 
discourse, I  have rem ained engaged in  questions about the process of 
environm ental problem  solving w ith in  hum an com m unities. The issues 
that interest me most are integrative—connecting questions of social and 
economic processes w ith  ecological sustainability. I  became particularly  
interested in  cities, cauldrons of social and environm ental connections.
I  believe that the im pact of cities on the global environm ent is at the 
core of environm ental destruction w orldw ide. S im ilarly, I  believe that 
social problems of poverty and violence are most severe in  urban centers. 
But I  also believe that cities are vibrant, life-g iving  places w hich hold the 
potential to provide creative solutions to these problems. W ith  the current
^Where the outrageously high breast cancer rate was linked to the paperm ill's pollution. 
 ̂Called the "mother of anti-toxics movement", Lois Gibbs is an activist renowned for 
fighting the Love Canal's dioxin contamination of her neighborhood.
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global trend toward urbanization, we are now m ore than ever, 
challenged create livable cities.̂
Thus, cities demand m y attention and p rio rity . This paper targets 
one urban system w hich for me, exem plifies the integral lin k  between 
environm ental and social issues; that is, the urban food system. The way 
we feed ourselves is both the most basic and profound thing that we do. 
Food connects us to our ecology and to each other more than any other 
entity. Yet particularly in  cities, the food system is w rought w ith  
fragm entation and irony— hunger am idst overconsum ption and waste.
Urban agriculture, the practice of growing food in  cities, provides 
one venue fo r challenging the environm ental and social problem s 
associated w ith  the current urban food system. This paper focuses on 
urban agriculture as a means through w hich w e m ay create more food 
secure, sustainable societies. It  considers urban agriculture in  the context of 
the current trend tow ard urban greening. This paper argues that urban 
agriculture is a fundam ental build ing block in  the creation of an ecological 
dty.
From  February to July, 1997,1 was a research intern for Urban  
Ecology Australia in  Adelaide, South A ustralia. U rban Ecology advocates 
for urban sustainability through education and political action, and works 
in  partnership w ith  Ecopolis, an environm ental architecture firm  w hich  
promotes the use of alternative and recycled building m aterials.
^UNDP, Urban Agriculture: Food. Tobs. and Sustainable Cities, (NewYork: United Nations 
Development Program, 1996), xv.
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environm ental design, and closed-loop waste management systems.̂
Urban Ecology is actively planning and negotiating for the developm ent of 
a project in  W hyalla, South A ustralia, called the "W hyalla EcoCity Project. ” 
The W hyalla C ity Council h ired Urban Ecology as consultants to develop a 
pl^n to rejuvenate the city both econom ically and environm entally. Urban  
Ecology invited me to participate in  the project by researching urban 
agriculture in  the context of the W hyalla EcoCity Project.
M y overall goal for w orking w ith  the Project was to advocate for 
urban agriculture, I  sought to convince the C ity Council of urban 
agriculture's beneficial role in  the EcoCity Project, thus, building support 
for urban agriculture through the Project's m om entum . M y tw o forum s 
for advocacy were: presentation of a final report, and active involvem ent 
in  an agricultural project in  the city.
Th is paper examines the effectiveness of m y approach to advocating 
fo r urban agriculture w ith in  the ecological d ty . Chapter One serves to 
more fu lly  define these terms, and offers a global context for urban 
agriculture and the ecological d ty  movement. Chapter Tw o describes the 
city of W hyalla, its current economic and environm ental situation, and the 
W hyalla EcoCity Project. Chapter Three examines m y inquiry into  
sustainable urban agriculture in  W hyalla and reviews my findings, 
em phasizing the in fluen tia l role o f policy-m akers. F inally, Chapter Four is 
a critique of my advocacy's approach, and reflects on the larger lessons 
learned through this experience.
 ̂Urban Ecology Australia and Ecopolis is run by the same person, Paul Downton. For the 
purpose of this paper, I w ill refer to the partnership as Urban Ecology.
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Through this paper, I  hope to extend these lessons to others, 
particularly those w orking w ith  urban issues. A lthough the case study tells 
a very specific story, m y research into  how urban agriculture can contribute 
to urban sustainability in  W hyalla led me to broader questions of process, 
conflict, and context. It  is m y hope that these experiences are useful to 
people w orking for environm ental and social change.
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CHAPTER 1
U R B A N  A G R IC U LTU R E A N D  TH E  EC O LO G IC A L C IT Y  M O V E M E N T
W H A T'S  W RO NG  W IT H  TH E U R B A N  FO O D SYSTEM? TH E  
E N V IR O N M E N TA L A N D  SO CIAL IM P L IC A H O N S  OF 
U N S U S T A T IN A B IL IT Y
The "Open Loop" Paradigm
Dave M orris, in  "The Ecological C ity as a Self-Reliant C ity " exclaims 
that our cities are jn  crisis, and that the root of that crisis is the post­
industrialist "open loop paradigm ," the one-way flow  from  production to 
waste.5 M orris holds this paradigm  responsible fo r the dysfunctional 
fragm entation of urban processes. The urban food system exem plifies the 
"open loop," as food resources are im ported and consumed, and the 
"waste" is exported into our w ater, air, and landscape. Cities are 
unsustainable because they are dependent on external resources for the 
essentials of life: food, w ater, and energy. Sim ultaneously, they have 
destroyed local systems and ecosystems upon w hich the notion of 
sustainability must depend.^
O ur m onolithic food system aims to supply a global m arketplace, 
rather than supports its local com m unities. W ith in  this system, the ru ral 
sector produces food, urban factories process it, and the transportation 
industry ships it long distances. In  m any places, like A ustralia and the 
U.S., the trucking industry dom inates how and w hat we eat. The
^Morris, ‘The Ecological C ity as a Self-Reliant C ity ', Green Cities, ed. David Gordon, 
(Montreal: Black Rose Books, 1990), 22.
^Berg. Peter, “A  Green C ity Program W ith a Bioregional Perspective: Developing the San 
Francisco Green City Plan, Green Cities. (Montreal; Black Rose Books, 1990) 283.
5
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fragm ented food system benefits agro-buyers, wholesalers, and the 
transportation industry, w hile sm all farm s, farm  workers, the poor and the 
environm ent pay the price.
Food Insecurity
W ith  rapid urbanization and international corporate control of food, 
food insecurity is an increasing global concern. There are more people in  
cities, few er food sources—both on the genetic level and the distribution  
level, and few er alternatives to cash for accessing that food. Cities have lost 
the security of locally produced food and become dependent upon the food 
distribution system, m aking them  vulnerable to natural and social 
disasters w hich prevent m ovem ent of transportation.^ Hunger is one 
consequence of food insecurity, as are poor nutrition , and dependence on 
im ports a n d /o r emergency sources.
URBAN AG RICULTURE: A  RESPONSE A N D  A  M O D EL  
A Response to Necessity
In  response to rapid urbanization and food insecurity, the urban 
poor, particularly in  developing countries, have been growing food, 
practicing urban agriculture w herever they can gain access to land.
Urban A griculture is "food and fuel grow n w ith in  the daily rhythm s 
of a city, produced, consumed a n d /o r m arketed directly by the growers."®
^L. Ashman, M . de la Vega, A . Fisher, R. H ippier, and B. Romain, Seeds of Change: 
Strategies for Food Security for the Inner C ity. (Los Angeles; Southern California Interfaith  
Coalition, 181.
«UNDP, 4.
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"Urban" refers to and encompasses the area of the city's social, 
economic, and ecological influence. "A griculture" can include growing 
vegetables and orchards, raising livestock, or practicing aqua culture."* 
Urban agriculture is characterized by its adaptability to the urban 
environm ent: conserving both w ater and space, and accessible to local 
urban m arkets.
The recent acceleration of urban agriculture is shaped by the 
continuity of historical practices— urban food production is not a new  
phenomenon. According to urban social theorist, Jane Jacobs the 
integration of food production and urban life  has been documented as far 
back as Catal H uyuk in  A natolia (now Turkey) in  7000 B.C.̂ ®
Today, the scope of urban agriculture is w ider and more prevalent 
than we m ight perceive. A lthough low-incom e growers dom inate the 
pool of global urban farm ers, the poor are not the only people growing food 
in  cities. The current trend in  urban agriculture is influencing a ll income 
levels, and includes both small-scale production aim ed for direct 
consumption by the growers, as w ell as entrepreneurial farms. In  Kenya 
and Tanzania, tw o-thirds of urban fam ilies currently practice urban 
farm ing to meet their food needs. S im ilarly, the largest Chinese cities 
produce eighty five to ninety percent of their vegetable requirem ent w ith in  
their local urban lim its.^^ A nd in  Japan, The Netherlands, and C hile,
 ̂Some typical examples of urban agriculture include: Community gardens on excess vacant 
space at large facilities (like airports or factories); rabbits and chickens raised in cages; 
vegetables grown in hydroponic solutions on roofs; and market gardens on vacant plots. 
(UNDP, 27.)
^^Toni Nelson, "Closing the Nutrient Loop," W orld W atch 9(6): 10,19% .
"U N D P , 54-60. 
i% m it and Smdt, 142.
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there are more commercial urban farm ers than there are farm ers in  
ru ral areas,
A Model for Healthy Cities
U rban agriculture is an age-old practice w hich is gaining recent 
attention. A lthough urban residents have practiced urban agriculture for 
thousands of years, m ore people are growing food in  cities than ever 
before. The current trend in  urban agriculture is due prim arily to rapid  
urbanization, but also results from  the recent support garnered from  both  
governm ental and non governm ental organizations.
Environm entalists and social justice activists, as w ell as 
international agencies are beginning to view  urban agriculture as a means 
not only for food production, but also as a tool fo r com m unity 
revitalization  schemes w ith  d iffering  goals. Urban agriculture's economic 
developm ent and em ploym ent-creating potential are touted by some; some 
u tilize  urban agriculture as a com m unity-creating tool in  neighborhoods; 
some look toward urban agriculture as a means to im prove child nutrition , 
and others, to prom ote sustainable urban liv ing . Urban agriculture has 
the potential to serve m ultip le purposes, and offer a variety of social, 
economic, and environm ental benefits. A ll of these u tilize  urban 
agriculture's integrative nature to make cities m ore healthy, life  supporting  
places.
i3lbid.
^^Based on my observations, and contacts w ith social justice oriented groups practicing urban 
agriculture. Some examples include; SLUG, (San Francisco League of Urban Gardeners), The 
Hartford Food System, Sea Change, in Philadelphia, and Garden City Harvest, in  
Missoula.
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Urban Agriculture and the EcoCity Movement 
The Ecological C ity M ovem ent
Recent concern about the environm ental and social decay of urban 
areas has prom oted the broader concept of the "sustainable city." W ith  U N  
support, many cities around the w orld  have adopted policies for turning  
"green. " Various approaches to "self-reliance" or "sustainablity" d iffe r 
according to the city's specific needs, but a ll approaches share a common 
threads— challenging the w ay we have b u ilt, and how we live in  our cities.
The ecological city m ovem ent seeks to address urban problems by 
fostering the city's relationship w ith  natural processes. It  is concerned w ith  
the relationships between people w ith in  the city, and the links between 
urban and ru ra l com m unities. 15 M any ecological d ty  advocates say that we 
"should look at d ties as ecosystems— w ith  their own life  and generative 
pow er."
Urban Agriculture as an Integral Part of the EcoCity Movem ent
As discussed, the current urban food system is unsustainable and 
w asteful, m aking scant reference to natural systems, place, or processes. 
Ecological d ty  planning, then, m ust address food security issues. W e can 
not talk about "sustainability" w ithout addressing food.̂ ^ if  ecological 
dties are to challenge the unsustainable systems upon w hich w e have b u ilt
*^Paul F. Downton, W hvalla W hv Not? (Adelaide: Centre for Urban Ecology, 1996) 19. 
i^Lym an, 11.
Ashmnan et all, 311.
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our cities, they must embrace alternatives the the current urban food 
system. Urban agriculture is one tool through w hich cities can im prove 
food security and move tow ard urban sustainability.
Urban agriculture can m odel sustainable "closed loop" urban  
processes-- shifting away from  the im port-consum e-dispose paradigm . 
Urban agriculture directly challenges food dependence on the 
transportation industry through direct use thus— sparing the overuse of 
fossil fuels, refrigeration, and packaging, S im ilarly, urban agriculture 
has the potential to close ecological loops by converting urban wastes to 
fresh food. The recycling of urban greem waste, for exam ple, can be 
converted into  compost to fertilize  food plants.
Further, urban agriculture challenges food insecurity. Urban  
agriculture can contribute to a sustainable food urban food supply by: 
providing fresh local food to the urban areas, providing freeing income for 
poor farm ers fo r other am enities, and providing a long term  and more 
cost-effective food strategy than food aid.̂ 9 Food security is the building  
block of the sustainable d ty .
Ashman et all, 181. 
l^UNDP, 162.
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TH E PO TEN TIA L A N D  TH E L IM ITS  OF U R BAN AG RICULTURE
Traditionally, much of the food produced through urban agriculture 
never enters the form al m arket system. Urban economic and land-use 
planning processes typically ignore urban agriculture, and in  many 
countries, it  is actively deterred and even prohibited. W here urban 
fanning is allow ed, it is seldom encouraged by developm ent policies.
S till, urban agriculture persists, says Jac Sm it, of the Urban  
A griculture N etw ork, providing food for m illions. Sm it says that urban  
farmers already produce 15% of the w orld 's food, despite urban agriculture 
being view ed as a "m arginal" activity. Sm it asserts that we have only 
begun to take seriously urban agriculture's possibilities, and that, in  order 
to achieve the fu ll benefits of urban agriculture, it must be cultivated and 
encouraged by infrastructural and political support.^o
Problems and Constraints
By ignoring urban agriculture, policy makers contribute to poor 
practice, inefficiency, and opportunities lost. Unsupported urban 
agriculture reduces access to land, w ater, and waste resources for urban 
farm ers. S im ilarly, sanitation problem s, health problem s, soil 
contam ination, and environm ental problem s inh ib it the potential benefits 
of urban agriculture. Unsupported urban agriculture means vulnerability  
to its negative im pacts.
But Sm it says that most of these can be avoided w ith  adequate 
support from  policy makers. Political support could mean facilitation—
20 Ibid.
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providing access to sustainable sources of land or recycled w ater; or 
regulation— which w ould establish standards for preventing some of the 
above m entioned health and environm ental problem s.
Urban agriculture d irectly challenges how  w e have bu ilt and how we 
live in  our cities by offering alternatives to the open-loop system. Urban  
agriculture offers great problem  solving potential— exem plifying an 
integrative, self-sustaining system that d irectly challenges the current 
m odel of urbanization. It  is an essential element of the ecological city.
The authors of the U N D P  published "handbook" on urban  
agriculture called, Urban Agriculture: Food, fobs, and Sustainable Cities, 
recommend building on the m om entum  created by the ecological d ty  
movement to advocate for u iban agriculture support. The U N  sanctioned 
support of sustainable d ty , they reason, can clearly benefit urban 
agriculture as an integral part of that concept. 21
This paper looks at urban agriculture w ith in  the context of the 
ecological d ty . The "case study" presents an exam ple of a d ty  council in  
W hyalla, South A ustralia, w hich sought environm ental and economic 
revitalization  through urban greening. As part of the "W hyalla EcoCity 
Project,” I  aim ed to advocate for urban agriculture using the Project 
m om entum .
21 Ib id ., 237.
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C H A P T E R !
P R O V ID IN G  A  C O N TEXT FOR U R B A N  A G R IC U LTU R E  
IN  W H Y A LLA , S O U TH  A U S TR A LIA :
CHALLENGES, O PPO R TU N ITIES , A N D  TH E  "EC O C ITY PROJECT'
URBAN AG RICULTURE IN  W H YA LLA : P R O V ID IN G  A  CO NTEXT  
This chapter w ill serve to set the stage for the later discussion of 
urban agriculture in  W hyalla, South A ustralia. The follow ing description  
offers readers a glimpse into W hyalla's self-destructive course and in to  the 
obstacles and opportunities m anifest in  altering that course. W hyalla is 
unique in  its history, clim ate and ecology, economic situation, and current 
political situation— where the C ity Council has adopted strategies to make 
W hyalla an "EcoCity." Even w ith  this professed support of 
environm entalism , how ever, W hyalla faces great challenges in  
im plem enting the infrastructural changes necessary to move the city closer 
to sustainability. M y intention is that the reader, through my description 
of W hyalla and the EcoCity plans, w ill begin to understand my context, as 
an advocate for urban agriculture in  W hyalla. This case study provides 
the basis for later discussion of m y advocacy.
A Brief History O f Whyalla
W hyalla is the second largest d ty  in  South Australia, though its
current population is a m ere 25,000. It  is located on the eastern shore of the
Eyre Peninsula, 396 km  northwest of the state's capital, Adelaide. W hyalla
13
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and tw o other cities at the head of the Spencer G ulf, Port P irie and Port 
Augusta, form  the "Iron Triangle." The discovery of iron ore deposits in  
the nearby hills at the beginning of the century attracted m ining, steel- 
m aking, ship building, and w illin g  workers to the region .22
Broken H ill Proprietary, most com m only know n as BHP, now an 
international steel and m ining company, b u ilt a blast furnace and 
shipbuilding yards in  W hyalla in  the 193(Xs. Industry workers m igrated 
from  the north and east, seeking jobs at the plant. In  response to the 
population growth, BHP created a governing body fo r the d ty , the W hyalla 
Board of Governance, comprised of company executives.
This board prepared for the future grow th of the steel industry in  the 
d ty , by encouraging W hyaUa's connection to "The Pipeline," a large 
ceramic and cement pipe, several feet in  diam eter, w hich supplies arid  
towns in  A ustralia w ith  potable w ater. Early settlers had accessed w ater 
through delivery, as baUast w ater in  ships.23 N ow , the Pipeline "delivers" 
w ater from  the M urray R iver Basin at M organ (near A delaide), nearly 400 
km away.
A lthough the 1960 general elections m eant the first popularly 
elected m ayor and W hyalla C ity Council, the city was and still is politically  
and economically dom inated by BHP. In  many ways, WhyaUa's history is 
BHP's history. The 1960's brought another population influx when BHP  
opened the steelworks in  1964. The population peaked at 40,000 in  the
^W hyalla  City Council, "Developing a Local Agenda 21 Environment Plan," EcoCitv 
Pathways to the Future. (W hyalla,1997) introduction.
^^Whyalla C ity Council, EcoCitv Pathways to the Future. 1.
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1970's and has steadily declined since then due to BHP lay-offs and job 
insecurity.2-+
D uring my stay in  A ustralia, the BHP plant in  W hyalla threatened to 
close. The management deliberaitions continued fo r weeks behind closed 
doors w hile W hyalla fam ilies w aited nervously. W hen BHP announced 
their renewed ten-year contract in  W hyalla, the response was of predictable 
relief. W ith  its overseas plants and the quickly disappearing ore deposits in  
the Spencer G ulf region, BHP has been downsizing and threatening closure 
since the late 1970's. BHP's presence in  W hyalla is secure for the next ten 
years, but its eventual abandonm ent seems inevitable.
BHP rem ains the principal industry and em ployer in  W hyalla, 
although some diversification has occurred in  the past decade. BHP 
connections, how ever, stül dom inate even these private businesses. 
U ltim ately, the city is dependent on the company's success. A  job service 
fo r disabled adults called Excel Enterprises, fo r exam ple, depends on BHP 
fo r its economic survival. M any of the workers at Excel earn money 
sewing sweatbands for steelworkers at BHP. Excel depends on the 
sweatband income for sixty percent of its yearly income. 25 W ithout BHP 
most sm all businesses like this one w ould not survive.
The W hyalla C ity Council knows that the current economic 
dependence on BHP must change. They know, too, that the processes 
w hich now  enable W hyalla to function are pain fu lly unsustainable. The 
people of W hyalla share these concerns, particularly when they breathe in
^^Alan M orris of South Australia Housing Trust, interview  by author, A pril 1997. 
25Sue Gilbey of Excel Enterprises, Interview  by author, June, 1997.
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the p ink dust that belches out of BHP's smokestacks. The C ity Council 
is responding to the realization of the city's tenuous existence by 
im plem enting steps toward the creation of W hyalla as an "Ecological C ity." 
The regim e targets the city’s economic and en v iro n m en ta l 
unsustainability.
WhyaUa's Layout And Ecology
W hyalla is one of the driest cities in  A ustralia, the driest continent 
in  the w orld . This arid d ty  occupies an urban area of 41.5 square km ., and is 
situated around the eastern shore.̂ ^ BHP occupies the northeastern 
portion of the city, and the m unidpal activities are centered in  the 
southeast. From there, the d ty  extends about ten m iles westward. (See 
map of the d ty  in  appendix 2.)
The d ty  was divided into quarter acre residential blocks during the 
rapid developm ent of the m id-century. The typical landscaped yard  
features drooping roses, brow ning law n tu rf, and other tired  looking 
English garden style plants. In  addition, a gum  tree (also called eucalypt) or 
acada bush m ight shade a com er of the yard.
W ith  no standing surface w ater and poor soils, W hyalla is 
inherently "unsustainable" in  urban term s, as it has no means of 
supporting large hum an populations. W hyaUa's native ecology is not 
condudve to agriculture, w ith  a low  nutrient soil system, and no fresh 
w ater source. W hyaUa's hard packed red duplex soUs are alkaline (pH  7.5-
W hyalla C ity Council, "Local Agenda 21 Environment Plan.
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10), and lock up available nutrients necessary for p lant growth. 2̂
Further, the organic m atter is scant, so the soil suffers from  poor soil 
structure and poor w ater holding capacity. M ost of W hyaUa's lim ited  
rainfaU, 275 m m /year, cannot be absorbed by the poor soils, and either 
evaporates or runs off. W hyaUa's predom inantly south/southw est w inds 
can be very strong, and the summer northerUes are severely desiccating.28 
These w inds increase the evaporation rate and threaten revegetation 
efforts. A lthough the native trees and shrubs are weU adapted to this 
clim ate, western food plants have d ifficu lty  surviving in  W hyalla.
WhyaUa's pre-European vegetated landscape was dom inated by low  
open scrubland w hich is weU adapted for W hyaUa's infrequent ra in fa ll 
events, and alkaline soils. The W hyaUa Conservation Park, north of the 
city, is home to the remains of W hyaUa's native ecology. Here, the western 
myaU is the dom inant tree, w ith  black oak, false sandalwood, buUock-bush, 
and quandong also prevalent. The dom inant understory is a com bination 
of bluebush, several species of saltbushes, which have the abiUty to separate 
w ater from  salt, and native grasses. Closer to the coastal areas, tidal fla t 
shrubs and mangroves cover the undeveloped landscape.29 Today, the 
urban and peri-urban landscape is predom inantly developed, w ith  few  
native trees rem aining.
R. Tw idale, M . Davies, and M.J. Tyler, N atural H istory of the Evre Peninsula. 
{N orthfield, South Australia: Royal Society of South Australia In ., Graphic Services, 1985) 
3- 10.
2*Meterology Department of South Australia, "W hyalla W ind Roses for Mid-Season 
Months," and "Precipitation and Evaporation Rates, " 1997.
2%teven Baker, arid lands ecologist, interview  by author, February 1997.
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In  the past th irty to forty years the C ity Council of W hyalla has 
planted thousands of trees in  public spaces in  an effort to "green" and 
shade the d ty . According to Des Choppin of W hyalla C ity Parks and 
Gardens, the trees planted in  the parks and streets of W hyalla have been 
predom inantly eucalyptus originating from  central and western Australia, 
and not W hyalla. These trees have been chosen for their suitability and 
effectiveness in  m odifying the m icroclim ate—  prim arily , to tem per 
sum m er extrem es.^ M ost of those local natives, like the western myaU 
(w hich only grows to about w aist height in  tw enty years!), are too low  and 
scrubby to provide effective shading and cooling for W hyalla.^i
A Short History of Food and Agriculture in Whyalla 
A boriginal A ustralian Food Sources
The A boriginal people in the region, the Bam guarla, lived semi- 
nomadicaUy u n til B ritish im perialism . W hen in  w hat is now W hyalla, 
they ate prim arily shell fish, sm all dense bush fru its, and k a n g a r o o . 3 2  
W hyaUa's ecology supported very smaU populations of Bam guarla, for 
short intervals.
A boriginal Australians (not specific to W hyalla) had always acquired 
food from  the land through hunting and gathering, rather than 
agriculture. They d id , however, alter the ecology by burning patches of 
vegetation, w hich prom oted the grow th of certain staple foods, and the
>̂ ®Des Chopin of W hyalla Parks and Gardens, interview  by author, March 1997.
31 Richard Fox, "Long Term  Street Tree Planning", W hvalla C itv Council News. 1(2):8, 
(W h yalla , 1997).
32Taundoni Community College, "Bush Tucker of the Eyre Peninsula," (Port Adelaide: TCC  
Educaitonal U nit).
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availab ility of game. Since Aboriginal Australians d id  not practice 
agriculture, their "bush tucker" plants^^ were not genetically selected or 
developed. The gathering and hunting of food, therefore, requires 
intensive labor and extensive know ledge.^ Four generations ago. 
Aboriginal Australians w ere fu lly  self-sufficient, and the Bam guarla and 
other groups were able to support their dietary requirem ents in  this sparse 
arid  region which extends north 250 km  into  the Flinders' Ranges.
B ritish A griculture
The city of W hyalla exists because of steel, not because of agriculture 
or fishing or any other industry. Very little  agricultural activity takes place 
in  the surrounding region. The closest large scale agricultural production  
occurs in  the upper Eyre Peninsula, approxim ately 100 km  away. This area 
supports dryland grain and cereal crop production, and pastoralism  (sheep 
farm ing), which are prim arily responsible for clearing eighty percent of 
A ustralia's native p lant populations in  the state of South Australia. 
Another significant portion of that eighty percent has been lost to feral 
species like rabbits and goats, brought there by the B r i t i s h .  ̂ 5  jh e  
application of the British agriculture m odel to A ustralia was and is, for 
obvious reasons, inappropriate and destructive. The plants and anim als 
traditionally farm ed by the B ritish m ake no reference to the climates or 
bioregions specific to A ustralia. The present situation of declining native 
plant populations, and declining knowledge of the land in  A boriginal
^A ustralian word for native food from the land.
3 ^ le n  Christie, arid lands botonist and seed saver, interview  by author, February 1997. 
35Twidale, 30-45.
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com m unities calls for a radical movem ent tow ard bush conservation, 
and a critical re-exam ination of any proposed clearing of native vegetation 
for agriculture.
SmaU Scale Urban A griculture Efforts Today
SmaU scale, com m unity- based agriculture in  W hyaUa has been 
lim ited , w ith  only a handful of attem pts having been made over the past 
decade. A ll of these efforts at urban agriculture have taken place at the 
form er site of a smaU dairy, seven kms north of the city. The city's 
Economic Developm ent Board leases this land to groups or individuals  
undertaking sm all scale horticultural projects. O ver the years, a few  groups 
have attem pted com m ercial food production here— nam ely, annual 
vegetable cropping—  w ith  lim ited  success.
The dairy site is less than ideal fo r food growing. The soils are 
compacted and exposed; and The Pipeline w ater is the sole source for 
irrigation. These conditions render the site currently incapable of 
sustainable agriculture. Nevertheless, the site offers space for horticultural 
projects, and has been used as such. Three years ago, the LETS (Local 
Exchange Trading System) attem pted a m arket garden as part of their 
trading system. Presently, B uttlingara Aboriginal Corporation runs a smaU 
chicken farm  at the dairy site. In  addition. Excel Enterprises is w orking on 
site im provem ent, and the beginnings stages of a m arket garden.
Urban agriculture at the home gardening level has Ukewise been 
lim ited  in  W hyalla. As I  w alked around the city, I  looked in  backyards to 
see w hat people were growing. I  saw m ostly flowers (tired  looking and
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inappropriate for arid  land clim ate), citrus trees, and a few  small 
vegetable patches. In  addition, I  spotted several grape vines and a few  
alm ond trees.
The George Avenue m arket provides a venue for sale of local 
produce. Every Sunday m orning, gardeners can sell their surplus at this 
m arket. In  and amongst the used books and old appliances, shoppers can 
find citrus fruits, peppers and tomatoes, oakra, as w ell as herbs and 
preserves.
Food Security in  W hyalla
It  could be suggested that W hyalla is food secure. W hyalla has 
tw elve chain-managed grocery stores, w ith in  reasonable w alking distance 
to most neighborhoods, w hich constantly display fu ll shelves. Food is 
relatively affordable, especially in  comparison w ith  some areas in  the 
developing w orld , where the food büls can comprise eighty percent of a 
fam ily s income.^^ Federal assistance is disbursed liberally by Am erican 
standards. W hyalla does not rely on charitable emergency food sources, 
such as soup kitchens, to feed hungry people. But fuU grocery store shelves 
are m isleading.
I  w ould suggest that W hyalla is food insecure. The city is fu lly  
dependent on im ported food. "Com m unity resources," the defin itive  
elements of food security, have nothing to do w ith  food here. Instead, 
feeding W hyalla entails the transfer of money from  one environm entally 
dubious corporation to another, since food accessibility is almost entirely
36UNDP, 175.
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dependent on grocery store chains and the transport industry, and 
ind ividual purchasing pow er is almost entirely dependent on BHP. 
Com m unity resources, so crucial to the concept of food security, never play 
a part in  that transfer.
Food arrives in  W hyalla from  A delaide, after having traveled  
hundreds, perhaps thousands of kilom eters before it reaches c o n s u m e r s .  
This dependence on the transport system means that fossil fuels largely 
dictate W hyalla's food accessibility. Food access, w hich is so dependent on 
non-renewable resources and m onolithic corporations, could never be 
considered secure or sustainable. W hyalla's food system is insecure, as it is 
alm ost com pletely dependent upon these large systems which make no 
reference to W hyalla as a place, or its ecology.
TH E W H Y A LLA  ECOCTTY PROJECT
In  response to the steadily degrading urban environm ent and 
constant threat of BHP-dependent economic demise, the C ity Council in  
W hyalla embarked on a change of course. In  1996, the C ity Council, under 
the leadership of the then-m ayor, K eith W ilson and other key Council 
members, in itiated  a program  to "green" W hyalla, w hich emphasized the 
need for economic and environm ental revita lization . The m om entum
In  an attempt to assess the impact of feeding W hyalla, 1 contacted a variety of sources to 
determine the â ty 's  food origins. 1 took my inquiries to the Deptartment of Primary 
Industries, a federal agriculture department, the Bureau of Statistics, the produce 
departments in  all the grocery stores in W hyalla, and the wholesale buyers who shop at 
the A delaide markets. These efforts ended when a wholesale buyer told me that the 
produce comes from "wherever we can find it cheap." (Anywhere in the country or overseas.) 
The only conclusive inform ation that I  gathered was that each of the twelve grocery stores 
in  the city receive a truckload of produce from Adelaide everyday.
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behind this change of course was catalyzed by a com bination of factors 
including BHP's threatened closure, the in itiatives established by the Local 
Agenda 21 Environm ent Plan Com m ittee, as w ell as the Council's 
evolving relationship w ith  U rban Ecology.3» The Council form alized their 
com m itm ent by declaring W hyalla as a someday "EcoCity."
The W hyalla C ity Council is com m itted to creating a better liv ing  
environm ent fo r the people of W hyalla through m aking this city an 
EcoCity, a city w h id \ is m ore sustainable over the long term , which  
lowers real costs to the com m unity and w hich strives for best 
practice in  m eeting State and N ational environm ental targets.^^
The "W hyalla EcoCity Project" is the um brella term  used to identify and 
connect a ll the Council-sponsored environm entally related projects in  the 
city. The C ity Council is the m ajor body which governs the direction of the 
EcoCity Project. The 1996 declaration of the EcoCity Project has provided a 
m om entum  for the generation of new ideas for im proving the urban 
environm ent. S im ilarly, the Project has offered a sense of continuity to 
CoundTs programs w hich represent a shift away from  "business as usual."
The W hyalla EcoCity Project encompasses in itiatives such as: the 
Storm water Recycling Project, the Curbside Recycling Program , the Solar 
H o t W ater Rebate Scheme, a street tree planting program , and the EcoCity 
Core Site Developm ent Prefect; as w ell as the resolutions designated by the 
"Local Agenda 21" Environm ent Plan Com m ittee. "Local Agenda 21" is 
one o f the five agreements passed at the Earth Sum m it in  Rio de Janeiro. It
^  Local Agenda 21 was an agreement passed at the Earth Summit Conference in Rio de 
Janeiro. It emphasized local governmental action which catered to each city's specific 
needs.
3̂  W hyalla C ity Council, EcoCity Pathways to the Future. 1.
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encourages environm ental and economic sustainability through local 
level action.
Relieving Economic Dependence
In  addition  to prom oting environm entally sound urban liv ing , the 
EcoCity Project aims to relieve the town's dependence on BHP through 
economic diversification. According to the Council's Project B rief, the 
overall goals for the Project are: to create a better liv ing  environm ent for 
the people of W hyalla; to make the city m ore sustainable in  the long term ; 
and to make the city m ore attractive to long term  industries.*^ A  strong 
im petus behind the Project, then, was a desire for alternatives to the 
current polluting, resource-extractive industrial base.
Through the EcoCity Project, the C ity Council envisions attracting  
outside industry, w hich w ould eventually subdue BHP-dependance. In  
particular, the Council hopes the EcoCity w ill attract "green industry, " 
contributing to the larger vision of W hyalla as "a leader in  the utilisation  
of sustainable technologies. The steps tow ard a m ore environm entally 
beneficent future in  W hyalla have been guided by this vision.
The Urban Ecology Consultancy
W hat w ill attract these industries to W hyalla? In  July of 1996, the 
W hyalla C ity C oundl h ired U iban  Ecology A ustralia as EcoCity Project 
consultants in  hopes of changing the city's bleak, industrial image. The
^^Whyalla C ity Council, W hvalla Eco C ity Developm ent Project Brief. 1. 
« Ib id .
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new environm ental im age, the Council projected, w ould attract 
industries which diversify the BHP-dependent economy. Urban Ecology 
consultant, Paul Dow nton, coined the EcoCity Project's slogan: "W hyalla: 
Steel Tow n to Solar C ity," w h id i reflects the desire to cast off this industrial 
image. The follow ing excerpts from  an article in  the Sunday M ail, a 
regional newspaper, fu rther demonstrates the consultants' role in  
changing that image.
"Green Future for Rust Capital"
The rust-belt industrial city of W hyalla is to be transform ed into  
Australia's first ecocLty... Paul Dow nton, director of Ecopolis said that 
W hyalla's smokestacks w ould be replaced by solar panels and the 
tow n w ould become a leading centre for arid  land developm ent. 
"W hyalla is one of the w orld's most beautiful regions— the potential 
fo r this city is quite phenom enal, " M r. D ow nton said. "Whyalla's 
rust belt im age is going to give w ay to a pow erful positive image that 
perfectly fits the thrust towards a clean, green future.
Urban Ecology's prim ary action and consultation has centered 
around the developm ent of a fifteen hectare dem onstration site in  the city- 
center, w hich w ould u tilize  architecture and design to m odel appropriate 
technologies."*^ Urban Ecology authored a plan to "ecologically develop" 
the site w ith  the intent of creating business and em ploym ent opportunities 
and attracting other "green" industries. The Council hopes that this 
dem onstration site w ill serve as a global "EcoCity C ity showpiece" - the 
draw card for green industry and tourism .
^2"Green Future for Rust Capital", Sunday M ail. 4 August 19%.
^  One hectare equals approximately 2.3 acres. The Core Site is fifteen hectares, or 34.5 
acres.
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The Core Site
The fifteen hectare EcoCity dem onstration site planned for the city 
center is referred to as the "Core Site". The Core Site w ill dem onstrate the 
principles of regionally appropriate ecological city design, including  
alternative building technology, and m oderate-high density liv ing . The 
prim ary architect for Urban Ecology, Paul Dow nton, has designed the 
buildings, both residential and business, to "optim ize energy perform ance, 
and fit the bioregion."*^ Dow nton's plans for the Core Site u tilize  arid- 
region urban design, earth construction technologies, and solar and w ind  
energy in  accordance w ith  W hyalla's clim ate. In  addition to designing the 
buildings. Urban Ecology has recommended infrastructural systems w hich  
dem onstrate energy and water-use efficiency— prim arily on-site (biological) 
sewage treatm ent, storm water recycling, and solar and w ind power. 
Dow nton's vision of the m odel "EcoCity" emphasizes high density 
architectural design, w hich makes use of natural systems and m aterials, to 
replace fossil fuels and non-renewable resources used in  conventional 
developm ent and urban liv ing .
Further, the EcoCity Core Site Plan targets urban/suburban sprawl 
through m oderate-density design. D uring the days of rapid growth in  
W hyalla, houses were buUt in  developm ents of quarter acre blocks. 
W hyalla sprawled w estw ard, m aintaining a suburban/residential 
appearance, instead of increasing population density w ith in  the established 
city lim its. The EcoCity Core Site aims to demonstrate a higher density
*^Downton, 20-22.
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developm ent, in  an effort to counter spraw l—sparing peri-urban areas 
fo r preservation and recreation.
The architectural and infrastructural plans for the Site aim  to 
exem plify ecological systems w hich w ork harm oniously w ith  the b u ilt 
environm ent. Theoretically, the ecological principles dem onstrated on the 
Core site w ill serve as a m odel fo r future planning in  W hyalla. The Core 
Site, then, w ü l dem onstrate sustainable urban design and technologies, 
serve as a centerpiece w hich physically and ideologically links the city and 
its environm ental goals, and aim  to attract green and tourist industries to 
W hyalla in  an effort to relieve economic dependence on BHP.
My Role: Urban Agriculture and the Whyalla EcoCity Project
Urban Ecology invited  me to assess the potential o f urban agriculture 
fo r the W hyalla EcoCity Project. In  principle. Urban Ecology supports the 
idea of a sustainable food systems. Urban Ecology recognizes and promotes 
the idea that growing food w ith in  urban lim its offers many benefits to the 
ecological city. In  reality, however. Urban Ecology's focus on architecture 
and infrastructure m eant they rarely extended beyond the theoretical in  
reference to urban agriculture. Urban Ecology supported m y ideas and 
research, but its relevance to the Project always seemed m arginal.
Further, as h ired consultants. Urban Ecology’s com m itm ent to the 
Council was to address their designated goals. These goals, as specified by 
the Whyalla EcoCity Development Project Brief, excludes the discussion of 
urban agriculture. In  fact, despite the C ity Council’s rhetoric about m aking 
W hyalla a sustainable city, the EcoCity Project plans ignore the issue of
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food-dependency and its relationship to urban unsustainability. As an 
EcoCity advocate for urban agriculture, I  was on my own.
M arginalized, disassociated from  the EcoCity Project, and lacking in  
infrastructural and po litical support, sm all scale urban agriculture is 
happening— how ever unsustainably— in  W hyalla. The am ount of food 
produced in  backyards and at the old dairy site is too insignificant to 
influence the fragm ented, transport-dom inated nature of W hyalla s food 
system. Its mere persistence, however, is significant. Urban agriculture 
guru, Jac Sm ifs words: ''urban agriculture w ill persist, despite policy 
makers’ lack of support," ring true.^  But because urban agriculture in  
W hyalla is persisting w ithout support, it  may in  be doing more ecological 
damage than good.
Policy-m akers support and govern the EcoCity Project. As an 
advocate for urban agriculture, I  sought to build  political w ill for urban 
agriculture through the m om entum  created by the Project. M y effort to 
"sell" the concept of urban agriculture to the EcoCity Project was an effort 
to connect existing, m utually relevant entities. One entity, the urban  
farm ers, seeks increased food security a n d /o r em ploym ent opportunities in  
W hyalla through growing food. The other entity, the C ity Council, seeks 
creative solutions to the problem  of unsustainabiUty and economic 
dependence through the EcoCity Project.
A t its current disassociated state, urban agriculture’s efforts in  
W hyalla are environm entally questionable, and its greater potential, 
untapped. Likew ise, if  the Council continues to ignore urban agriculture
^  Nasr and Smit, p. 142.
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in  its EcoCity agenda, it w ill ignore an existing tool fo r integrating local, 
ind ividual efforts tow ard sustainability. M y report was an attem pt to 
advocate for urban agriculture through the EcoCity Project, and ultim ately, 
bring these two entities together.
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CHAPTERS
M Y  REPORT TO  TH E  W H Y A LLA  C IT Y  C O U N C IL: 
APPRO ACH, F IN D IN G S , A N D  R E C O M M E N D A TIO N S
As stated, the specified goals and plans surrounding the EcoCity 
Project exclude the issue of food. The handful of people in  the city who are 
farm ing and composting on an ind ividu al or sm all business scale in  
W hyalla, have not been encouraged or draw n into the EcoCity Project, but 
rather, ignored— le ft to their own (sometimes environm entally 
questionable) devices. M y  report was a plea for urban agriculture's 
recognition as an im portant part of the EcoCity Project, w ith  the goal of 
gaining support for existing and future efforts.
This chapter w ill discuss m y report to the C ity Council as the m ajor 
forum  through which I  advocated for urban agriculture. M y report was part 
of a larger document w ritten  by Urban Ecology and presented to the 
W hyaUaCity Council in  June 1997. M y part recommended ways to 
incorporate urban agriculture into the EcoCity Project, attem pting to 
answer two questions: w hy should urban agriculture be part of the EcoCity 
Project? and how  can it  be done sustainably? The "why" aim ed to make 
the case for the inclusion of urban agriculture into the plans for the EcoCity 
Project. The 'Tiow  to" research for m y report considered ecological 
resources and challenges, com m unity resources, urban waste production, 
and collaborative possibilities in  W hyalla.
30
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M y research for the report underscored the extent of food's 
centrality to unsustainability in  W hyalla, as w ell as the m ajor challenges to 
growing food here. A lthough I  realize that W hyalla w ill never be food 
self-reliant,’ and therefore, never tru ly "sustainable," I  do believe that 
iirban agriculture can make sm all steps tow ard a m ore sustainable, food- 
secure urban system.
This chapter w ill discuss m y report's approach and findings. I  have 
included a copy of this document as it appears in  the final consultancy 
report. (See appendix.) I  w ill refer to sections of my report where 
appropriate.
P A R T I: 'T H E  W HY": M Y  STRATEGY FOR LU R IN G  TH E M  IN ...
The Whyalla EcoCity Development Project Brief outlines the goals 
and strategies for the Project. A lthough the Project Brief never m entions 
food dependence, the docum ent offers m any opportunities for the 
inclusion of urban agriculture into EcoCity plans. M y strategy was to 
u tilize  the integrative nature of urban agriculture to demonstrate that it 
can benefit diverse urban processes, and offer solutions to some of their 
designated Project goals. The follow ing presents excerpts from  the W hyalla  
EcoCity Development Project Brief and my approach to integrating urban 
agriculture into its specified goals.
1. Urban Agriculture's Economic Promise
Council has adopted a strategic approach to establish the City as a leader in 
the utilisation of sustainable technologies,..This strategy comprises several 
thrusts designed to take advantage of Whyalla's climatically favoured
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location, the creativity and cohesiveness of the local community and 
Council's unity in its desire to create a new future for the City by 
broadening its economic base and, increasing employment opportunities 
for young people and residents generally.
The need for economic diversification is the overarching im petus
behind the EcoCity Project, as expressed here in  the first paragraph of the
Whyalla EcoCity Development Project Brief C oundl support of urban
agriculture, I  understood, required economic justification. A lthough I
know  that urban agriculture could never create a m ajor industry in
W hyalla, I  do believe in  its potential to "broaden [the city's] economic
base." I  sought Council support of urban agriculture by touting its
economic prom ise.
F u lfillin g  a M arket N iche
M y report assures the C oundl that local produce, the product of 
urban agriculture, fills  a m arket niche in  W hyalla. M y "m arket research" 
entailed predom inantly conversations, but also included a public survey. I  
spoke w ith  managers of several restaurants, form er and current growers, as 
w ell as consumers. These contacts lead me to the condusion that local 
organic produce is in  high dem and, and w ould fiU a niche m arket.
Em ploym ent O pportunities
M y report suggests that urban agriculture can create em ploym ent in  
the follow ing areas:
•  Growing produce for direct sale
^  Project Brief. 1. 
^^See Appendix 1 ,99.
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•  Creating value-added products for direct sale
•  In itiating  educational programs based on urban agriculture
•  Linking urban agriculture w ith  composting ventures
A ll of these activities, I  urged, could offer em ploym ent opportunities and 
open m arkets.
Further, I  cited the connection between urban agriculture and 
existing em ploym ent program s currently taking place at the dairy site. (The 
Excel m arket garden and the Buttlingara farm  are both part of em ploym ent 
schemes.) The tw enty five people em ployed there are proof of urban 
agriculture's job creating p o ten tia l.^  I  stressed that urban agriculture 
w ould increase its job-creating potential if it became linked w ith  other 
"green industries," m arket ventures, and programs in  the city.
A ttracting Tourism  and O utside Industry Through Dem onstration
M y report suggests that the dem onstration of urban agriculture as an 
"EcoCity concept” w ould encourage economic activity. Through the 
EcoCity Project, the Council hopes to spark economic diversification by 
draw ing in  tourism  and industry. The Core Site w ill m odel alternative 
technologies and urban design, and be one of the few  EcoCity 
demonstrations of its kind in  the w orld. In  effect, the unique image and 
m odeling of ideas w ill be m arketed, in  hopes of attracting economic 
interest.
In  the same w ay, I  reasoned, urban agriculture on the EcoCity Core 
Site w ould m odel one aspect of ecological city design. Sustainable urban
Appendix I, 96.
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food growing methods could be demonstrated on Site, and serve the 
same purpose as alternative building design Both are part of the EcoCity 
concept— they challenge the w ay w e have b u ilt, and how  we live in  our 
cities. Urban agriculture methods (common orchards, com m unity gardens, 
and used of vertical sj>ace etc.) could offer economic benefits as part in  the 
overall concept.
2. Landscaping and Energy Conservation
The design of landscaping on the Core Site should assist energy 
conservation and improve amenity...
W hyalla's unbearably hot summers necessitate some form  of
m icroclim ate control. The Core Site architectural design emphasizes
m icroclim ate control w ithout the use of fossil fuels. In  the above
quotation, the Project B rie /id en tifies the goal of m inim izing the use of
fossil fuel-pow ered systems for m icroclim ate control on the Core Site, w ith
landscaping and vegetation.
M y approach for the inclusion of urban agriculture was to 
recommend ways in  w hich food production could assist in, or coexist w ith  
m icroclim ate control. M y report recommends several ways to integrate 
food producing vegetation w ith in  the budding-dom inated environm ent, 
including:
•  Building shadehouses and greenhouses attached to buildings, 
w hich w ould prom ote a ir circulation, a ir conditioning, and provide 
food growing space.
Project Brief. 5.
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• G rowing food plants in  the proposed courtyards, which w ould  
sim ilarly, prom ote the circulation of cool air, and produce food.
•  Providing vertical supports like w alls and trellises for clim bing 
food plants. This type of vegetative cover w ould insulate and 
provide w ind protection, in  addition to food.
•  Planting food producing trees in  common areas, which w ould  
provide w ind  break$ and shade, both of w hich are much needed in  
W hyalla's arid , w ind-vulnerable clim ate, in  addition to producing 
food, 50
3. Promoting Community Interaction and a Sense o f Place
Public spaces should be designed and treated so as to promote community 
interaction and a sense of place , and form linkages with other major open 
space areas in the vicinity. 5i
I  looked at com m unity open spaces on the Core Site as w ell as open
spaces city-w ide, to address how urban agriculture can serve to prom ote
com m unity interaction, landscape continuity, and a sense of place.
M y report argues that conceptually, urban agriculture holds great
potential for developing com m unity interaction. Com m unity-based urban
agriculture usually means shared ideas, shared use of tools and resources,
shared w ork, and thus, shared benefits. Growing food together, then,
necessarily builds com m unity ties.
a much more in depth description of how food production can be integrated w ith  
microclimate control, see Appendix I, 77-80.
Project Brief. 5.
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Sim ilarly, my report argues, urban agriculture can prom ote a 
sense of place and bioregion by draw ing attention to native vegetation and 
history, soü, w ater, and other natural r e s o u r c e s .5 2  Comm unity-based 
urban agriculture projects in  W hyalla could foster a sense of place by 
m odeling sustainable arid  land food production. G rowing native food- 
producing species in  com m unity areas could further lin k  the city to its 
bioregion.
M y report explores the follow ing urban spaces, as possibilities for 
com m unity urban agriculture projects:
•  The Core Site Com m unity Garden —planned for the m iddle o f the 
EcoCity Core Site. This w ould be an ideal place for demonstrating 
appropriate arid  lands food production.
•  Open space on the Core Site w ith  undesignated use— these include: 
vegetated corridors; road reserves and pathways, and external 
sheltered courtyard areas. Suggestions for ways these spaces can be 
used for com m unity based food production include: food producing 
trees in  road reserves or external courtyard areas, a bush tucker 
dem onstration garden in  a courtyard area, or a theme garden.53
•  Along streets throughout the city, or in  parks—M y report 
recommends planting food producing trees in  these areas on a tria l 
basis.54
See Appendix I, 71-75.
The Core Site management approach to its public spaces w ill accomodate community 
ownership and shared responsibility of common spaces which present opportunities for 
community based urban agriculture which are not necessarily available to the rest of the 
city .
54 M y report explores the practicality of this idea— including community and management 
issues, much more thoroughly in Appendix I, 82-88, and in the appendix 6, p. 106.
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4. Decreasing the Ecological Impact o f Transport
Transport issues should be dealt with to minimise ecological impact while 
maximising linkages with the city generally^^
M y report em phasized the environm ental connection between
transport and W hyalla's food dependency, and urged that urban agriculture
could lighten the load of transport-related ecological impacts. 56
5. Recycling Waste W ater
A major thrust in the overall strategy is to devise and implement a 
comprehensive water recycling plan. "̂^
U rban agriculture does not supply the solution for a waste w ater
recycling strategy. It  does, however, provide the most appropriate w ay to
u tilize  waste w ater and effluent. In  conjunction w ith  the proposed w ater
recycling project, urban agriculture exem plifies a sustainable urban process:
where waste is used as a resource for the creation of food. 58
In  part, m y report was an attem pt to make urban agriculture 
attractive to the Council and Project planners. As food-dependancy is 
never m entioned in  the Whyalla EcoCity Project Brief, my tactic for the 
inclusion of urban agriculture into the EcoCity Project was to create 
connections to the stated goals. M y report illustrates the integrative power 
of urban agriculture and food's relevance to most urban processes. It  
presents urban agriculture as a potential solution to five designated goals
^  Project Brief. 3. 
Appendix 1, 71. 
Project Brief. 1. 
5«See Appendix I, 76.
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in  the Project Brief; addressing waste w ater, transport, comm unity 
build ing, and energy conservation through clim ate m odification, and 
economic opportunities.
PART II: TH E  "HO W  TO"
The "why" part of m y report aims to make the case for the inclusion 
of urban agriculture into the plans for the EcoCity Project. But the "how  
to" offers site specific recommendations for sustainable urban agriculture 
in  W hyalla. This is w here I  really "dug in" to the city; where I  really 
engaged in  the uniqueness of the place, and the people. Urban agriculture 
is about increasing sustainability and food security by linking com m unity 
resources. Therefore, the research for the "how to" portions considered 
W hyalla’s diverse resources— both as challenges and opportunities for 
urban agriculture.
Learning from the Old Daiiy Site
M y first step in  exploring the "how to" began at the old dairy site. 
H ere, comm unity-based urban agriculture is happening. Three 
organizations: B uttlingara A boriginal Association, Excel Enterprises, and 
the local LETS group, have attem pted sm all scale horticulture projects in  
W hyalla, in  hopes of growing m arketable products. I  sought the expertise 
of these urban farm ers, hoping to learn lessons from  their successes, 
failures, and obstacles.
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As stated in  Chapter Tw o, the dairy site is u n fit for sustainable 
agriculture for tw o m ain reasons: lim ited  w ater source, and poor soil. 
Because the site lacks infrastructural access to alternative w ater sources, the 
farm ers here w ater their crops w ith  the R iver M urray via the Pipeline. 
Irrigating  w ith  Pipeline w ater on a long term  basis is m ore 
environm entally detrim ental than im porting food. Use foreign w ater 
source requires great energy expenditures for pum ping, entails the 
application of chemicals for treatm ent, and exacerbates the ecological 
pressure on the already-tired R iver M urray system.
Secondly, the site requires broad scale environm ental 
im provem ent, as it suffers from  high w ind exposure, especially hot, dry 
northerlies. Because the land was previously used for cattle grazing, the 
soil became susceptible to erosion and invasion of weeds. The soil is clay 
packed, cracked, and wrought w ith  -rooted flatweeds.5^
The Attem pts:
The LETS Market Garden
The LETS garden produced food for the 1995 season at the dairy site, 
according to W hyalla resident, Barry Spender. Spender and others worked  
for the two acre LETS farm , grow ing a variety of the most commonly 
consumed vegetables in  Australia: lettuce, tomatoes, peas, squash, and
59 Devonshone Tem ple, a perm aculturalist who planned the Buttlingara Farm at its in itial 
stages, recommends broad scale soil improvement and the planting of windbreaks for the site 
before attempting to grow agricultural crops on this site. Broad scale soil improvement 
starts w ith  soil aeration, by using deep rooted plant roots to break up hard pan and add 
organic m atter to the soil. Soil rehabilitation creates a living  soil where w ater can 
penetrate and remain in the rootzones, freeing soil elements for plants and buffering pH .
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others. Their m ethod entailed an expensive outlay for electric fencing, 
new irrigation  piping, a com puterized w ater tap tim er, and other new  
m aterials. The venture failed econom idy, mostly due to w ater cost and 
crop failure. The w ater b ill and cost of running inputs far exceeded 
vegetable sales. For exam ple, after they had sold most of their lettuce crop, 
the group realized they had paid more for the w ater from  the Pipeline 
alone, than they received for the lettuce. On a positive note, the okra crop 
was prolific w ith  little  irrigation , and sold w ell at the m arkets.^
Buttlingara Farm
Buttlingara Farm  is an effort to address and lin k  issues in  the 
A boriginal com m unity concerning health, job train ing, and economic 
independence. Buttlingara Farm  is a part of the Buttlingara Aboriginal 
Association, an economic and com m unity developm ent project.
The farm  has changed form  and focus several times over the past 
four years. O rig inally, the farm  grew  fru it trees, perennials, and annual 
vegetables. D uring this tim e, the farm  sold healthy, vegetable-centered 
lunches at the farm  canteen to workers and fam ilies, but health-perm it 
regulations forced the canteen to close. N ow  the project focuses on selling 
eggs from  their 1,250 chicken farm , fru it from  a sm all orchard, and lettuce 
and peppers from  a conventional vegetable patch. W hile the canteen is 
now defunct, some fresh food s till reaches some of the A boriginal fam ilies 
in  W hyalla, as workers are allow ed to take food home. C urrently, the sale 
of the chicken eggs is the farm 's greatest economic success. As w ith  the
^ABarry Spender, interview  by author. M ay, 1997.
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LETS garden, the Pipeline w ater cost for the annual vegetable 
production exceeds the income from  the produce. In  effect, the eggs pay for 
the vegetables.^!
Excel Enterprises
Like Buttlingara, Excel Enterprises is a job scheme intended to train  
and em ploy workers, w hile at the same tim e creating enough income to 
sustain the program . Excel is a non-profit job service for m entally disabled 
adults.
Excel is currently starting a m arket garden at the old dairy site. The 
Pipeline's w ater is the only choice for Excel, but having learned from  some 
of their predecessors' mistakes, they w ül u tilize  water-conservative 
techniques. They intend to grow only clim ate appropriate plants, and 
feature arid  lands bush tucker plants. They w ill use d rip  irrigation, and 
grow in  heavily mulched raised beds. Excel has already taken steps for 
broader site rem ediation, by planting w ind break trees along the north and 
south sides of their growing area. The project w ill be linked w ith  Excel's 
composting venture, located about a mUe and a half away. ^2
The Lessons:
Spending tim e at the dairy site taught me im portant lessons about 
growing food in  W hyalla:
^^Bruce Gray of Buttlingara Aboriginal Association, interview  by author, A pril 1997. 
^^This information is based on my experience working w ith Excel for one month.
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1. Using w ater from  the Pipeline for irrigating annual vegetable 
crops is not only environm entally unsustainable, but also econom ically 
unfeasible.
2. Choosing species w ith  high irrigation  requirem ents, like lettuce, is 
inappropriate. A ppropriate crops for arid  lands are drought-resistant 
and produce w ell w ith  little  water.̂ »^
3. Successful growing in  W hyalla requires growing methods w hich  
rebuild soil and conserve w ater.
4. Urban agriculture is a useful tool for integrating other com m unity 
projects and goals, such as em ploym ent job skills training, and 
im proving com m unity health, and composting.
These lessons, w hich centered around the challenges of the ecology, and 
the benefits of integrated approaches, directed my research and inquiries. 
They were m y springboard for ideas and further observations.
As I  look at the "how to” portions of my report now, I  see direct 
links between these lessons and the broader recommendations. Tw o  
overarching themes surfaced as I  review  these recommendations. The 
first is that because of W hyalla's soil and clim atic challenges, sustainable 
urban agriculture requires specific ecological guidelines. The second, is that 
sustainable urban agriculture in  W hyalla not only benefits from , but 
requires integration w ith  other urban processes— particularly, the use of
^^Chicken eggs have proven to be economically feasible for W hyalla, and perhaps, an 
"appropriate species." Since this paper focuses on the horticultural side of urban 
agriculture, however, I  d id  not explore the environmental feasibility of small livestock in  
W h y a l la .
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urban waste. The follow ing sections wUl refer to my recommendations 
in  the context of these two themes.
Environmental Guidelines
As stated in  the Chapter One, the environm ental benefits to growing 
food in  the city are lost when urban farm ers use unsustainable agricultural 
practices. In  W hyalla, the prim ary environm ental "dangers" of 
agriculture are threatening the native ecology, and inefficient use of 
resources. M any of the choices made at the dairy site exem plifies resource 
inefficiency— particularly, efficient use of w ater. M y report’s designated 
environm ental guidelines establish a fram ew ork for appropriate growing  
practices w hich w ould safeguard against environm ental detrim ent and 
contribute to sustainability.
M y report's ecological guidelines are site-specific. They respect the 
lim its of W hyalla’s clim ate and soils, w hile encouraging agricultural 
m icro-environm ents suitable for food growing. M y report advocates for 
urban agricultural activities w hich follow  these guidelines, aim ed to 
m axim ize food production w hile prom oting: soil stewardship, w ater 
conservation, and native p lant species conservation.
Soil Stewardship
Soil stewardship means both protecting existing topsoil, and 
encouraging the creation of new topsoil. Soil stewardship is of particular 
concern to W hyalla, where loss of native vegetation and high dry w inds 
have caused a precipitated rate of topsoil loss. Because the native ecology
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is not conducive to agriculture, soil stewardship can help create healthy 
m icro-environm ents w hich are appropriate for food growing. Soil 
stewardship im proves soils structure, w ater retention capacity, neutralizes 
pH , and adds nutrients w hich are crucial to plant grow th. M y report 
encourages soil stewardship through:
•  M ulching—the use of alm ost anything to cover bare soil, for the 
purpose of prom oting soil m oisture and fe rtility , and suppressing 
weeds.
• Composting—the most direct means of soÜ stewardship. The 
addition of compost and organic m atter act as a spongy reservoir in  
soils to im prove texture and tilth ; bind soil to prevent erosion; to 
aerate the soü; to store w ater, nutrients, and energy; and to m oderate 
soil tem perature.^  Composting increases the soil's w ater holding  
and nutrient exchange capacities.
•  Organic methods— the use of biological pest controls (instead of 
pesticides), organic fertilizers, and m inim um  tillage. 5̂
W ater Conservation  
Recycled Water
H ow  can we talk about growing food in  a city that has no natural 
fresh w ater surface system? W ater scarcity is the greatest ecological barrier 
to growing food in  W hyalla. The long term  use of Pipeline w ater fo r urban  
farm ing is unsustainable and economically senseless. M y report asserts
^ M ik e  M aki, p. 10. "Biological Management of Soil Fertility," Ti lth ,  8, (1&2): 10, 
(A rlington, Washington, 1985).
^ e e  Appendix I, 76-79.
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that sustainable urban agriculture in  W hyalla requires access to 
recycled w ater. (Recycled w ater access w ill be discussed later in  the chapter.)
Other Strategies
Even w ith  recycled w ater access, however, farm ing here requires a 
w ater conservative approach. A ll horticultural activities must adhere to 
principles of w ater conservation appropriate to its arid  zone bioregion. M y  
report establishes the follow ing w ater conservation guidelines:
•  Appropriate Species Selection— where crops are chosen for 
adaptability to an arid land b ioregion.^
•  Shelter— from  w ind , w hich increases W hyalla's evaporation rate 
and damages plant growth. The most effective shelters are treed 
windbreaks.
•  Conservation Irrig ation  M ethods—aims to m inim ize the extent of 
evaporation by w atering the roots d irec tly .^
N ative Vegetation
M y report prioritizes bush conservation as a guiding principle of 
urban agriculture in  W hyalla. U rban agriculture can encourage the 
integrity of native vegetation by:
• Preservation— w here agriculture takes place only on previously 
cleared land.
^ e e  Appendix I, 77, and for information on arid lands plants appropriate for W hyalla, see 
Report appendix 1 ,101.
^^See Appendix I, 75, and Report appendix IV , 101.
^®See Appendix I, 74.
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•  Propagation —of native vegetation: w ith  or around food crops, 
or as a bush tucker plants intended for hum an use.̂ ^
I  hoped that these environm ental guidelines w ould set standards for 
urban agriculture in  W hyalla, and deter the potential threat to native 
ecology, and resource inefficiency. The guidelines attem pted to provide a 
fram ework for appropriate growing practices, so that urban agriculture 
w ould contribute to sustainability, instead of contributing to further 
environm ental detrim ent.
Through the environm ental guidelines, I  sought to assist farm ers in  
growing healthy, productive food plants in  a sustainable w ay. For the 
farm ers, the guidelines provide a "best case scenario," a model for 
appropriate growing methods. In  addition, I  hoped the guidelines w ould  
be useful to policy makers, serving as a "sustainability screen" for assisting 
existing projects, and for developing future ones.
Integrating Urban Agriculture Urban Processes
Cities are places of diversity. Jane Jacobs, urban social theorist, 
studied the relationships between the diverse elements of city life , 
claim ing, "In cities, w e need a ll kinds of d iversity, intricately m ingled in  
m utual s u p p o rt. '̂ o The vision of an ecological city as an ecosystem fits 
into Jacobs’s declaration. Ideally , the city is made of these diverse elements 
of urban life , w hich are interconnected by the common goal of sustaining a
^^See Appendix I, 79.
^P|ane Tacobs. The Death and Life of Great American Cities. (N ew  York: Vintage Books, 
1961) 241.
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healthy functioning ecosystem. Urban agriculture is one part of the 
complex urban system w hich serves a specific function, but 
interconnection insures its v ita lity .
As m entioned in  Chapter One, urban agriculture flourishes in  
partnership. Planners can use urban agriculture as a tool for a variety of 
projects w hich aim  to revitalize com m unities. U rban agriculture 
integrated into  educational, environm ental, health, housing, com m unity 
developm ent, and waste management projects creates healthy connections 
which bring stability to cities. Urban agriculture partnerships exist on 
many levels— form al and inform al, governm ental and non-governm ental. 
But in  isolation, urban agriculture cannot reach its potential—cannot fu lly  
contribute to the urban "ecosystem."
In  W hyalla, sustainable urban agriculture is impossible in  isolation. 
M y report encourages urban agriculture partnerships w ith  the follow ing  
urban projects and processes:
•  N u tritio n  and health program s^'
•  Em ploym ent schemes^z
•  Second generation tree plantings in  parks and along streets^^
•  Educational programs^^
• W aste managements^
Ŝ See Appendix I, 97.
See Appendix I, 96-98. 
Ŝ See Appendix I, 86.
^^ee Appendix I, 99.
'’̂ See Appendix I, Part V , 91.
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The m ore integrated into  other urban processes that urban agriculture 
becomes, the stronger it becomes. Urban agriculture gains long term  
sustainability as it becomes part of the fabric of the city.
W aste Managem ent as an Im perative Partnership
O f particular relevance to urban agriculture partnerships is waste 
management. In  general, interconnection strengthens urban systems, but 
for urban agriculture in  W hyalla, integration w ith  waste management is 
im perative to its sustainability. The environm ental guidelines discussed 
in  the previous section are unattainable w ithout partnership w ith  waste 
management. Because of W hyalla's fragile ecology and the inherent 
challenges to growing food, sustainable urban agriculture requires inputs 
from  urban wastes.
Partnerships w ith  waste management are opportunities for accessing 
the resources required for sustainable urban agriculture in  W hyalla. 
Recycled w ater, compost, and m ulch, three required inputs, are currently 
scarce in  W hyalla, yet abundant as wastes. Integrating urban agriculture 
w ith  waste management not only provides urban agriculture w ith  
valuable resources, but it also closes an ecological loop— waste into food 
instead of lahdfUl. The fo llow ing describes the availab ility of these urban 
wastes, their current management, and my report's recomm endations for 
ways to integrate waste recycling in to  sustainable urban agriculture.
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Water
W ater scarcity is the greatest ecological barrier to growing food in  
W hyalla, Since there are no fresh w ater systems in  W hyalla, sustainable 
urban farm ing requires access to recycled w ater. W hat are the options?
As discussed in  Part I  o f this chapter, a m ajor thrust of the EcoCity 
Project is to "devise and im plem ent a comprehensive w ater recycling 
plan." The Council contracted Rust PPK Pty Ltd  as consultants to outline 
the options for city-w ide w ater recycling. I  discuss their findings here 
briefly, in  reference to the use of recycled w ater for agricultural purposes.
Storm water Recycling
Rust PPK's "W hyalla W ater Recycling Feasibility Study" states that 
storm water reuse "has a high potential for further adoption in W hyalla, 
particularly for greening' purposes.
Storm water recycling w ould mean m unicipal catchment and reuse— 
that is, ind ividual households w ould not have access to the recycled w ater 
fo r private use. Rust PPK conducted a site assessment of ten potential 
storm water storage locations in  the city, and designed a storm water 
catchment system w hich incorporates eight dams and a reticulation  
pipeline. Follow ing a site assessment. Rust PPK recommends the 
construction of a large storage dam at the northern end of the racecourse, 
which is adjacent to the EcoCity Core Site.
^^Rust PPK, "W ater Recycling Feasibility Study," (W hyalla, South Australia: W hyalla  
Industrial Development Executive, 1996) xvii.
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Im plications for Urban A griculture
The distance between irrigation  fields and the reuse w ater source 
significantly effects energy efficiency and costs of the recycling and 
distribution process, according to Rust PPK7^ In  other words, urban 
agricultural projects must be located in  dose proxim ity to the w ater 
recycling area to effectively make use of the system. This fact rules out 
recycled w ater accessibility to the dairy site, w hich is seven kms north of 
the d ty .
C urrently, sustainable urban agriculture in  W hyalla is not possible, 
because the d ty  lacks access to recyded w ater. If  the w ater recycling project 
were to go ahead at the racecourse site, the EcoCity Core Site w ould gain 
access to the recycled w ater, as w ould greening projects w ith in  close 
proxim ity.
M y report urges the Council to offer access of the racecourse site for 
com m unity urban agriculture. The issue of proxim ity precludes recyded 
w ater access at the dairy site, which is the Coundl-designated  
"horticultural" land. The racecourse area is extensive, w ith  several acres 
potentially available for food production. W ith  recycled w ater access, land  
access, and its central location, the racecourse site w ould provide a more 
appropriate off-C ore Site location for agriculture than the dairy site.
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Green Wastes
Green waste, which is generated from  pruning, clipping, m owing, 
and leaf rem oval, currently comprises tw enty to th irty  percent of waste 
production Australia-w ideJ® ^9 jn  W hyalla, solid waste management is 
also the C ity Council's dom ain. The C ity Council contracts Spencer G ulf 
Waste for trash collection, and manages the lan d fill. The EcoCity Project 
currently lacks a green waste recycling strategy.
Green waste is an invaluable resource for W hyalla. Recycling of 
green wastes not only decreases lan d fill, but it also provides an essential 
resource for a ll of W hyalla's revegetation efforts. Converted into compost 
or m ulch, green wastes provide the rudim ents for soil stewardship and 
w ater conservation, tw o of the designated environm ental guidelines for 
urban agriculture.
In  response to the need for urban green waste recycling. Les Cowan, a 
W hyalla resident, started W hyalla Organic Recyclers in  1995. H e began 
hauling and processing trees, branches, brush, and law n clippings into  
m ulch and compost. H e offers these back to the com m unity for m ulching 
trees and gardens. W ith  sm all scale m achinery and tight finances, 
however. Les finds it d ifficu lt to keep up w ith  the local demand for his 
service, alone.
Despite Les Cowan's local expertise and proven capability, the 
Council has yet to p rioritize green waste recycling w ith in  the EcoCity
^^Local Government Recycling and Waste Management Board Inc., "Recycle 2000: Green 
Organics Strategy for M etropolitan Adelaide," July 1996.
^^This figure is an Department of Environment and Natural Resources approximation, as the 
materials that are put to landfill in  W hyalla are not qualified, according to M r. M atlind, of 
Spencer G ulf Waste.
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Project. M y report calls for m andatory green waste recycling as part of 
the EcoCity efforts. W ithout an ongoing source for compost and mulch, 
urban agriculture in  W hyalla is not sustainable in  the long term .
Food Scraps
W hyalla currently contributes ninety-seven percent of its food scraps 
to landfill.80 Excel Enterprises has recently taken on the challenge of 
decreasing lan d fill and creating soil-enriching m aterial, by im plem enting a 
food waste composting venture. Excel has distributed bins to restaurants 
and food waste-producing businesses. Excel’s effort is an im portant first 
step, but like Les Cowan’s operation, it is lim ited. Organic waste recycling 
on a d ty  scale requires lyiunidpal efforts. M y report calls for the C oundl’s 
com m itm ent to composting by including composting strategies into  
EcoCity plans.
U rban "wastes" can provide the resources for sustainable urban 
agriculture in  W hyalla. Partnership w ith  urban waste management is an 
opportunity for urban agriculture to access these necessary resources. In  
fact, the sustainability of urban agriculture here depends on that 
partnership. I  believe that in  W hyalla, partnership w ith  urban waste 
management is the most crudal connection that urban agriculture can 
m ake.
To sum m arize, the nature of urban agriculture is integrative. As 
part of the ecological d ty  vision, urban agriculture serves a crudal purpose,
^  Sue G ilbey, interview by author.
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but cannot function fu lly  w ithout interconnection w ith  other urban 
processes. M y findings demonstrate that sustainable urban agriculture in  
W hyalla depends on partnerships, and that only through these 
partnerships, can urban agriculture contribute to the v ita lity  and health of 
the urban "ecosystem."
M y report to the C ity Council was a call fo r a m utually beneficial 
relationship between the EcoCity Project, and urban agriculture. The 
"why" was an attem pt to convince the Council that urban agriculture 
contributes to the Project’s long term  goals. The "how to" offered 
recommendations fo r vibrant, sustainable agriculture in  this arid  city, 
shaped by lessons from  the dairy site. U rban agriculture in  W hyalla, I 
found, requires methods w hich adhere to the established environm ental 
guidelines, and that fosters partnerships w ith  other urban processes.
M y report specifically addresses the C ity Council, as the Project 
policy-m akers, and prim ary decision-makers. But the overall goal for my 
w ork was to advocate for urban agriculture in  W hyalla, through the 
EcoCity Project. In  the next chapter, I  w ill question m y report’s approach. 
D id  I  effectively advocate for urban agriculture? H ow  m ight I  have been 
more effective?
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CHAPTER 4
M Y  ROLE AS A N  U R B A N  A G R IC U LTU R E A D VO C A TE: 
STRENG THS A N D  SH O R TC O M IN G S
I  w ent to A ustralia to learn how urban agriculture could w ork  
w ith in  the context of an "ecological city." I  envisioned the W hyalla 
EcoCity Project as an effort to create a d ty  "ecosystem/’ which encouraged 
the interconnection of diverse functions. I  assumed that urban agriculture 
w ould be an integral part o f the plans to create a m ore sustainable urban 
food system, and thus, a m ore healthy urban ecosystem. W hat I  found, 
however, was a d ty  where urban agriculture existed m arginally and 
unsustainably, ignored by the EcoCity Project planners. M y personal goal 
through this project became advocacy for sustainable urban agriculture in  
W hyalla .
As m entioned in  Chapter Two, m y advocacy took tw o forms. The 
m ajor venue was my report to the C ity Council, which was part of the 
larger consultancy report subm itted by Urban Ecology. A dditionally, I  
advocated for sustainable urban agriculture in  W hyalla through m y w ork  
w ith  Excel’s urban farm ers at the dairy site. This chapter w ill discuss the 
effectiveness of my report’s approach, its shortcomings, and the role m y 
w ork w ith  Excel played in  m y advocacy. H ow  m ight I  have been more 
effectual in  advocating for sustainable agriculture in  W hyalla?
54
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TH E REPORT
M y "Disparate Audience Problem"
M y report was part of a larger docum ent, subm itted by Urban  
Ecology to the W hyalla C ity Council. The Council oversees the direction of 
the EcoCity Project through policy and funding. By linking urban 
agriculture to the Council's vision of sustainability, I  hoped for urban 
agriculture inclusion into EcoCity planning. I  hoped to bring urban 
agriculture to the EcoCity Project, and in  turn, that urban agriculture in  
W hyalla w ould benefit from  political and infrastructural support. M y  
report’s obvious audience, then, was the W hyalla C ity Council— or was it?
As I  review  my report, I  realize that it actually addresses a disparate 
audience. M y report recommends approaches to urban agriculture on 
several levels of involvem ent— from  broad infrastructural changes to 
specific growing methods. The content of the docum ent could almost be 
divided into tturee separate reports: one for the C ity Council, to whom  I 
urged support and recognition; one for architects and engineers, to whom  I  
spoke about infrastructural and design issues w hich influence urban  
agriculture; and one for urban farm ers themselves, to whom  I  offered  
inform ation on appropriate arid  clim ate farm ing.
W ith  an ambiguous audience, I  lacked the focus to develop fu lly  any 
one of these areas. This "disparate audience problem , ” I  believe, was a 
prim ary cause of m y report's insufficiency; that is, that I  failed to fu lly  
develop recommendations w hich were directed to the C ity Council, as a 
local governing body. M y report is effective in  its urgings for Council's
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support for urban agriculture, but it does not offer specific 
recomm endations fo r local governm ent-level action.
Getting Specific: Targeting Local Governmental Action
Local political bodies like the W hyalla C ity Council can play a 
specific role in  prom oting urban agriculture on a local governm ental level. 
Jac Sm it, of the urban agriculture N etw ork, says that fo r urban agriculture 
to reach its fu ll beneficial potential, local policy makers must support urban 
agricultural efforts. Planners and policy makers, he says, need to create 
favorable preconditions for urban agriculture through policy and action.
Capturing the m any potential benefits of urban agriculture, solving 
the problems that often accompany it, and overcoming the obstacles 
to its further developm ent w ül require policies and programmes to 
prom ote and regulate appropriate urban agriculture.®^
M y exploration of urban agriculture in  W hyalla revealed that Smit's
assertion holds tru th . In  its current m arginalized state, urban agriculture is
far from  sustainable, and its benefits are lim ited. M y report asserts that
urban agriculture w hich does m ore than "persist" in  W hyalla, must be part
of a larger, supportive netw ork. But w hat specific actions could the Council
take to create favorable preconditions fo r urban agriculture?
Local governments can be both regulators and facilitators of urban
agriculture, w orking through the legislation of local policy and programs.®^
Jac Sm it, in  Urban Agriculture: Food Jobs and Sustainable Cities
recommends several city-level actions local governments can take to
*1UNDP, 235 
82lbid., 142.
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prom ote urban agriculture. I  have extracted the five which hold the 
most relevance to my findings in  W hyalla. To prom ote urban agriculture, 
local governm ents can:
•  Adopt legislation to regulate urban agriculture.
•  Provide training in  urban farm ing methods.
•  In itia te  a city-w ide urban agriculture discussion program  for needs 
assessment.
•  Integrate the waste management system w ith  the food system.
•  Prepare a land use plan and regulation system that provides access 
to land and w ater for urban farm ers. 83
To Rework My Recommendations...
Both existing and future urban agriculture projects in  W hyalla 
desperately need the C ity Council to take proactive regulatory and 
facultative roles. M y report suggests that sustainable, m ulti-benefidal 
urban agriculture requires adherence to environm ental guidelines, and 
integration w ith  other urban processes. These "ingredients" for urban  
agriculture almost always call fo r C ity Council action If  I  could amend my 
recommendations to target appropriate C ity Council action, I  w ould use 
Smit's suggestions to designate the follow ing local governm ental actions.
I. For U pholding Environm ental G uidelines
A . Adopt legislation to regulate urban agriculture.
»rbid., 250-252.
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The C ity Council has the authority to enforce adherence to 
the established environm ental guidelines w hich support the v ita lity  
and sustainability of urban agriculture through regulation. The C ity  
Council could regulate farm ing methods through policies w hich  
grant or deny approval, land access, and resource access.
B. Provide training in urban farming methods.
The C ity Council could provide technical advice or urban 
agriculture extension, w ith  the purpose of educating urban farm ers 
on proper growing methods. W hyalla farm ers w ould benefit greatly 
from  educational programs w hich taught appropriate arid  land  
farm ing methods, based on the established ecological guidelines, and 
arid land ecological relationships. {Spending tim e at the dairy site 
underscored this need!)
n . For Creating Partnerships w ith  Urban Processes
A . Initiate city-wide urban agriculture discussion program for needs 
assessment.
The Council could play a key role in  facilitating urban 
agriculture partnerships by in itiating  discussion sessions w ith  
various urban agriculture actors: urban farm ers, com m unity groups, 
home gardeners, green waste recyclers etc. to assess their needs. 
Particularly through the EcoCity Project, the Council could facilitate  
the integration of urban agriculture-related projects by draw ing them  
in , and including their concerns and contributions.
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U nfortunately, the Council has ignored many existing 
efforts in  W hyalla w hich w ould contribute to urban sustainability. 
W hyalla Organic Recyclers, the privately run green waste recycling 
operation, is one exam ple, as is urban agriculture. The Council 
should provide a forum  for bringing projects together, which w ould  
serve to facilitate partnerships and target needs.
B. Integrate waste management system with the food system.
Accessing the resources for sustainable urban agriculture 
requires integration w ith  waste managem ent. W ithout the 
resources from  recycling processes, sustainable urban agriculture in  
W hyalla is impossible. Changing the course of city-w ide waste 
management into  a "closed loop system" w ould require m ajor 
regulatory changes, as w ell as the Council's adoption of projects and 
programs to facilitate the process.
The Council could prom ote "closed loop " waste management to 
benefit urban agriculture through the fo llow ing actions:
•  Institute m andatory green waste recycling. The Council 
could force the d ty  to comply by rejecting green wastes and 
other recyclables from  the lan d fill and from  trash collection.
• Establish a green waste recycling station w ith  the ability to 
handle aU urban green wastes. D raw  on the expertise of local 
green waste recycler. Les Cowan, and others. Fund the start­
up costs of m achinery and labor, and provide land access.
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The end product, compost and m ulch, w ould be used for 
public parks, urban gardens, and for sale.
• Im plem ent a comprehensive w ater recycling plan, and 
prio ritize urban agriculture use.
C. Prepare a land use plan and regulation system that provides 
access to land and water for urban farmers.
Designate a central site which has access to recycled w ater for
urban agriculture. (If the storm water recycling project comes to
fru ition, the racecourse site w ill be the most appropriate.) Lease
portions of the site to urban farm ers on a long-term  basis.
The above amended recomm endations provide a starting point for 
local governm ental level urban agriculture action. W ithout these 
amendments, m y report rem ains clear in  its urgings for support, but 
unclear as to how the Council should direct that support. As discussed, 
local governments have an im portant role to play in  prom oting urban 
agriculture. Particularly in  W hyalla, where clim atic and resource access 
challenges are m any, the Council's involvem ent through regulation and 
facilitation can "make or break" the sustainability of urban agriculture 
here. The above am ended recommendations speak to the C ity Council's , 
local governm ental role in  the process.
Weakness as a Sign of Strength?
The Council was the appropriate target for my report's findings, 
considering my goals and m y position as an intern  for Urban Ecology.
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Targeting the C ity Councils role m ore directly and developing 
appropriate action more thoroughly, w ould have linked m y urgings for 
support, w ith  a more specific plan of action. M y report w ould have been a 
more useful docum ent for policy makers.
M y report's lack of focus contributed to its weakness. In  review , 
however, this "disparate audience problem" has alerted me to m y own 
feelings about urban agricultural advocacy. M y report tries to reach others, 
in  addition to the policy makers. A lthough Council support of urban 
agriculture is essential in  W hyalla, I  also realized that local governments 
are lim ited, and that an equally im portant part of m y advocacy was to help 
existing farmers w ith  specific needs and problem s. Perhaps, then, my 
report’s weakness was a sign of m y advocacy's strength.
D IRECT A C TIO N : M Y  W ORK W IT H  TH E FARMERS
H ow  did I  target the specific needs of existing farmers? M y report 
provides extensive inform ation on arid  lands growing methods, w ith  
specific relevance to W hyalla. M y report's appendices, in  particular, 
provide a sort o f "handbook" fo r W hyalla's urban farm ers, offering species 
lists, various techniques to create suitable m icro-environm ents for growing  
food, and a com m unity reference resource lis t.^
One direct result o f providing this "handbook" inform ation, was 
becoming involved w ith  an actual urban agricultural project in  W hyalla. I  
sent copies of m y report-in-progress to Sue G ilbey, the director of Excel 
Enterprises, and to Buttlingara director, Jasper Reed. Sue responded by
®^ee Report appendices, 101-109.
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requesting my advisorship in  starting Excel's m arket garden at the 
dairy site.
W orking w ith  Excel at the dairy site allow ed me to demonstrate 
sustainable practices directly, and educate others about appropriate 
methods for arid land food production. (As discussed earlier, however, the 
Excel project can never be "sustainable" w ithout access to recycled w ater. 
They are currently m eeting irrigation  needs w ith  Pipeline w ater.) D uring  
the m onth that I  worked w ith  Excel, we handbuilt one acre of garden beds 
utilizing  urban "wastes ": shredded paper, seaweed, m anure from  a nearby 
stable, cardboard, and compost from  W hyalla Organic Recycling. W e made 
the best of this inherently poor site for horticulture by upholding 
environm ental guidelines w herever possible.
Except for a few  instances, where I  made specific requests for 
assistance from  the Council, w orking w ith  Excel m eant w orking outside 
the policy-m akers' realm . W e sought to create urban agriculture 
partnerships w ith  urban processes independent of the Council, or the 
EcoCity Project. These partnerships were inform al, and entailed asking for 
favors from  individuals and businesses; placing advertisem ents in  the 
local paper, requesting free resources (like used pots and seedling trays), 
scrounging for urban wastes; and m aking independent, collaborative 
business connections.
M y four week experience w orking w ith  Excel resulted in: one acre of 
hand b u ilt garden beds, the installation of a d rip  irrigation  system, a garden 
plan, and several trays of greenhouse starts. A ll of these activities were 
accompanied by education and explanation, and were recorded in  a garden
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journal. These were tangible, satisfying accomplishments which  
w ould not have been made w ithout m y involvem ent. I  helped existing 
farmers w ith  their specific needs and problems; m y assistance to Excel was 
direct action.
Direct Action's Limitations
D irect action allow ed me to advocate for urban agriculture w ithout 
depending on a w him  of local policy. W e form ed inform al com m unity 
partnerships, and adhered to environm ental guidelines w herever possible. 
Despite our best efforts, however, the productivity and sustainability of 
Excel’s m arket garden project were lim ited  by the absence of policy makers’ 
support.
The most obvious exam ple of a Council-related lim itation  is the 
recycled w ater access issue. Even using the most water-conservative 
farm ing methods, Excel’s garden is inherently unsustainable because it is 
irrigated w ith  Pipeline w ater. In  this case, the Excel garden project would  
benefit greatly from  Sm it’s designated city governm ent-level actions, 
w hich include providing "access to land and w ater fo r urban farm ers. ” In  
W hyalla’s case, then, direct action advocacy for urban agriculture was 
lim ited .
H O W  CO ULD I  H A V E  BEEN M ORE EFFECTIVE?
A t the beginning of this chapter, I  asked the question, "Was I  an 
effective advocate fo r urban agriculture in  W hyalla?" Through this 
chapter, I  explored m y tw o m ain venues for advocacy: m y report, and m y
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w ork w ith  Excel. Through this exploration, I  have answered both yes 
and no.
W orking w ith  Excel taught me that both of m y advocacy approaches 
were im portant contributions to urban agriculture in  W hyalla. Assisting 
Excel at the dairy site offered a means through w hich I  could w ork directly 
w ith  urban farmers and address their specific needs. But the experience 
also underscored the lim itations of unsupported urban agriculture in  
W hyalla. M y report was an im portant urban agriculture voice, directed 
toward policy makers and EcoCity Project planners.
As discussed, however, my report’s weakness was its disparate focus, 
which contributed to incom plete recomm endations. This chapter attem pts 
to bridge this absence w ith  fo llow -up amendments, w hich target local 
governm ental level actions to support urban agriculture. These 
amendments, I  believe, make m y report a much stronger and useful 
docum ent.
H ow  could I  have been a more effective advocate for urban 
agriculture? Considering m y tim e lim itations, I  feel that m y direct w ork  
w ith  the Excel farm ers at the dairy site served its purpose. But the report, 
as discussed, should have focused on appropriate city-level planning issues 
relevant to urban agriculture, including the EcoCity Project. If  I  could 
am end my research and recom m endations, I  w ould have delved more 
deeply into specific local governm ental approaches to supporting urban 
agriculture through facilitation  and regulation.
Further, I  w ould have created a separate document directed tow ard  
a ll urban farm ers and gardeners in  W hyalla. I  w ould have com piled and
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dispersed a "handbook" of useful inform ation about sustainable urban 
agriculture in W hyalla, including a ll of the relevant inform ation from  my 
report's appendices, the underlying principles behind sustainable urban 
agriculture in  W hyalla, and appropriate resources and contacts. Dispersing 
a resource guide for urban agriculture in  W hyalla w ould have reached 
many farmers and gardeners, and provided long term  direct action through 
education.
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C O N C LU SIO N
U rban agriculture advocates declare that in  the wake of the Earth  
Summit at Rio de Janeiro, the global political clim ate is ripe for urban 
greening. Rio's Local Agenda 21 agreem ent has provided cities w ith  the 
im petus to im plem ent local program s for environm ental im provem ent. 
Urban agriculture advocates see this clim ate as an opportunity for 
garnering support for urban agriculture. M y w ork in  W hyalla attem pted to 
use the momentum created by the EcoCity Project to gain Council support 
for urban agriculture through the recognition of its potential benefits.
This paper has suggested that sustainable, vibrant urban agriculture 
in  W hyalla, South A ustralia requires three interrelated components; One, 
adherence to established ecological guidelines; tw o, integration w ith  other 
urban processes; and three, support from  the W hyalla C ity Council. I  have 
emphasized that the C ity Council has in fluentia l pow er over these other 
components, as it can "make or break" the sustainability of urban 
agriculture here through regulation and facilitation.
The previous chapters have explored m y approach to advocating for 
urban agriculture, both w ith in  the C ouncil-initiated "EcoCity" context, and 
through direct w ork w ith  urban farm ers. M y advocacy attem pted to 
nurture the v ita lity  of urban agriculture in  W hyalla by encouraging 
relationships between the components.
This paper evokes issues of process related to environm ental and 
com m unity advocacy. Exploration of m y role as an urban agi
66
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advocate revealed my own questions concerning the appropriate 
approach to im plem enting change. Should I  target policy makers and 
planners, approaching urban change from  the "top- down" ? O r should I 
combine efforts w ith  existing com m unity-initiated projects, therefore, 
w orking "bottom - up"?
The roots of urban agriculture are inherently "bottom -up." The 
impetus for urban agriculture has always been im m ediate need— for food 
and income, and urban agriculture has been responsive. The current 
global trend in  urban agriculture has sprung from  rapid urbanization, and 
increased food insecurity. In  W hyalla, the dairy site projects are sim ilarly, 
"bottom up," They, too, have sprung from  need— economic and social 
need. These projects have garnered in itia tive  from  w ith in , but their 
im pact is lim ited.
Though it claims to be com m unity driven, the EcoCity Project is 
inherently "top down." The W hyalla C ity Council began w ith  its vision  
for a rejuvenated city and w ill continue to drive this vision’s 
im plem entation. The Council is m aking change through a series of 
programs which target large scale infrastructure and entail a great expense. 
The EcoCity Project’s Core Site, in  particular, w ill demand large financial 
transactions, the hiring of outside contractors, and purchase of new  
m aterials for the b u ilt developm ent.
The C ity Council should be commended for diverting the path to 
this city's demise. W hyalla needs a large scale, m unicipal and 
infrastructural overhaul. The EcoCity Project has meant a bold and forced
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réévaluation of W hyalla’s present and unsustainable path. The 
EcoCity Project provides a pow erful means and m otivation for "saving" 
W hyalla .
M y major critique of the W hyalla EcoCity Project, however, is that it 
is unbalanced— "top-down heavy." I  observed several instances where the
Council had the opportunity to draw  existing, related efforts into the
;
Project, but instead, chose to ignore them. Urban agriculture and green 
waste recycling were tw o prom inent examples related to m y inquiry. 
Project seemed less of a venue for connecting and supporting m utually 
beneficial urban processes and relevant environm ental project, and m ore 
of a venue for image prom otion, outside consultancy, and grand plans.
M y report urges the C ity Council to support urban agriculture, by 
drawing it into the EcoCity Project and considering its needs. This action 
w ould create a needed balance between "top down" and "bottom up" by 
linking existing, com m unity efforts w ith  a fram ew ork, a larger vision, and 
a means of im plem entation. In  turn, EcoCity planners can u tilize  urban 
agriculture as a tool for w orking tow ard their larger goals.
One urban agriculture "success story," w hich I  feel exem plifies a 
balance between com m unity and political efforts comes from  Sweden. 
D uring W W I workers at a sugar m ill in  Stockholm began to grow  
vegetables to feed their fam ilies on vacant city land. Their actions were
Another prominent example of a relevant community-based interest, ignored by the Project, 
was the South Australia Housing Trust. The Housing Trust has built, and currently manages 
low income property in South Australia, and promotes affordable housing. The director in 
W hyalla, A lan M orris, told me in an interview  that he had attempted to become involved 
w ith the Project planning, but that his ideas were not considered. M orris advocated for 
retrofitting the Housing Trust homes w ith alternative technology, like solar panels.
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illegal, but tolerated under the circumstances. A fter the w ar, 
com m unity-run gardening associations pressed the council for land 
allotm ents, and the council com plied, to d ay , urban agriculture and green 
waste recycling are the basis fo r Stockholm’s sustainable city planning 
philosophy. Poverty and necessity w ere driving forces in  the beginning of 
the movement, but according to Swedish C ity Planner, T im  Greenhow, 
urban agriculture is now a strong force for the developm ent of ”a recycling 
society— the sustainable com m unity ."8G
The success of urban agriculture in  Stockholm evolved from  the 
political support for existing community-based efforts. W hyalla, 
particularly w ith  EcoCity m om entum , is also capable o f exem plifying this 
balance. The exploration of my role as an urban agriculture advocate for 
the W hyalla EcoCity Project has taught me larger lessons about 
approaching urban social and environm ental change. The 
im plem entation of large scale plans must start w ith  the concerns and 
contributions of existing com m unity resources. These are the seeds of 
change.
®^im othy Greenhow, "Urban Agriculture: Can Planners M ake a Difference," Cities Feeding 
People Series Report 12. (Ottawa: IRDC, 1994), 10.
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APPENDIX I
URBAN AGRICULTURE POTENTIAL FOR 
WHYALLA ECOCITY PROJECT
IN TR O D U C TIO N : W hat is U rban Agriculture?
Urban agriculture is food and fuel grown w ith in  a city, produced 
consumed an d /o r m arketed directly by the growers. Potentially perceived 
as an oxymoron, urban agriculture actually produces a large percentage of 
the food consumed in  m any cities throughout the w orld . The integration  
of food production and urban life  has been documented as far back as Catal 
H uyuk in  A natolia (now Turkey) in  7000 B.C. Today, the largest Chinese 
cities produce ninety per cent of their vegetable requirem ent w ith in  their 
local urban lim its!
An urban-based agricultural/food system includes a broad and 
diverse netw ork of food-related activities which prom ote local economies 
and sd f- sufficiency such as: com m unity gardening, farm ers' m arkets, and 
com m unity and economic developm ent in itiatives. Food in  urban areas is 
grown in  em pty lots, in  containers, on balconies, on rooftops, in  parks, in  
communal areas, along streets, in  back yards, in  w indow  boxes, along 
fences or over trellises. Even in  cities w ith  lim ited  space, food production  
can be a significant supplem ent to im ported food supplies.
Throughout this report, I  w ill refer to the follow ing tw o urban 
agricultural activities:
Urban Farming, which refers to agricultural activities in  which production  
is destined for sale; and
Community Based Food Production, in  w hich production is for 
consumption by the growers, (as in  com m unity gardens, city farm s, etc.). 
These two venues for urban agriculture are interrelated, w ith  sim ilar 
strategies for m aking cities m ore food-self-reliant. Their specific goals, 
however, d iffer. U rban farm ing ventures have an economic focus, 
whereas community-based food projects hone in  on the social aspects of 
growing food in  urban areas. Both w ill be discussed in  relationship to the 
urban agricultural potential o f W hyalla.
This report attem pts to make the case for the inclusion of urban 
agriculture into the current plans for EcoCity developm ent, and it explores 
the food-productive potential fo r the city of W hyalla.
P A R T I
U R BAN A G R IC U LTU R E A N D  TH E  "EC O LO G IC A L C IT Y ’
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Unsustainable C ities
W e have b u ilt our cities on two prim ary assumptions which have 
created fragm ented, consum ption-driven urban systems: cheap energy and 
cheap disposal costs. This means that cities im port products, consume 
them, and their rem ainders are dum ped into landfills and waterways. The 
way cities feed themselves is no exception. The im m ediate availability of 
almost any food at any tim e, affords westerners (w ith  purchasing power), 
the opportunity to eat thoughtlessly. M any of us sim ply chose im ported  
food from  the grocery shelf, and when we are finished, discard the 
packaging or waste into the garbage w ith  the assumption that it w ill be 
taken "away”. By eating in  this w ay, we are not only fueling the 
fragm ented, consume-and-dispose system, but also, we are denying our 
ecological connection to food. Ironically, although w e have seemingly 
severed these connections, eating is central to a ll our lives. It  is 
simultaneously our most basic yet most profound action.
In  an urban environm ent, food seems far rem oved from  its origins. 
Through urban agriculture, however, we can transform  cities from  being 
only consumers of food, packaging, and petrol, in to  resource-conserving, 
health-im proving, sustainable generators of food. Ecological cities require 
an economic process to close the open loop system— to shift away from  the 
im port-consum e-dispose m odel. Urban agriculture has the potential to use 
urban waste as inputs w hich close the ecological loops, creating a 
paradigm atic change in  the w ay we view  "wastes". Growing food in  cities 
means direct use—obviating transport, packaging, and waste.
Urban A griculture and W hyalla EcoCity Developm ent Goals:
As a visionary strategy, the benefits of urban agriculture prove 
commensurate w ith  the goals of the W hyalla EcoCity Project Brief, as 
outlined by the W hyalla C ity Council. TKe Council has adopted a strategic 
approach to establish W hyalla "as a leader in  the utilisation of sustainable 
tedinologies in  all aspects of the operation of civic services and the b u ilt 
environm ent". The follow ing presents those parts of the "Specific Tasks 
Required" section of the Project B rief for which urban agriculture provides 
some clear solutions:
1. (from  the Brief): "Haw public spaces within the EcoCity development 
are to be designed and treated so as to promote community interaction and 
a sense of place and how open spaces areas might form linkages with other 
major open space areas in the vicinity including Civic Park and the cycle 
network/linear park."
Urban agriculture, and particularly community-based food 
production, holds great potential fo r developing com m unity interaction.
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Growing and sharing food together through w ork and celebration 
necessarily builds com m unity ties, and offers opportunities for education. 
Further, an urban agriculture strategy promotes a sense of place by viewing  
public and open spaces w ith  attention to bioregion, native vegetation and 
history, soil, w ater, and other natural resources. Bush tucker and 
appropriate food plants grown on the Core Site and in  city parks or along 
the cycle netw ork w ould vegetatively lin k  these urban spaces.
2. "How landscaping within the development might assist energy 
conservation and improve amenity..."
Food plants used as landscaping w ould assist in  energy conservation 
and im prove am enity. The b u ilt environm ent, integrated w ith  food- 
producing plants and landscaping w ould create m icro-clim ates, which 
m odify tem perature extremes. In  addition to providing food, this 
integrated approach w ould assist in  energy-efficiency, by elim inating the 
need for a ir conditioning and heating systems.
3. "How transport issues can be dealt with to minimise ecological impact 
while maximising linkages with the city generally, with flexibility to enable 
new technologies to be embraced."
Ensuring that our grocery shelves are fu ll w ith  out-of-season 
produce is of great cost to the environm ent. In  A ustralia, the vast distances 
between urban areas and agricultural land means that the trucking  
industry dom inates our food system. These massive movers of food 
guzzle fossil fuels at great environm ental cost (pollution, extraction, wars 
etc.) and produce CFC's from  refrigeration. In  addition, transport creates a 
need for the excessive use of w ater, plastics, and paper required for 
processing and packaging. The waste from  these processes then enters our 
air, sea, and landscape.
In  an attem pt to assess the environm ental im pact of food transport 
in W hyalla, I  looked first tow ard Adelaide. N early aU the food consumed 
in  W hyalla has made the high-speed, refrigerated journey over the Prince's 
H ighw ay from  A delaide warehouses. Pre-warehouse food origins, 
however, were nearly impossible fo r me to determ ine. M y food-origin  
inquiries to the D ept, of Prim ary Industries, Landcare, the Bureau of 
Statistics, and wholesale m arkets, produced only fragm ented, secretive 
responses. I  can conclude only that food comes from  the cheapest 
wholesale source (w herever that happens to be—anywhere in  the country 
or overseas) to the wholesale m arket, then to the warehouses in  Adelaide, 
and then on daily truckloads over the highway to W hyalla's grocery 
shelves.
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Urban agriculture fu lly  addresses the issue of transport. D irect 
use means that fuel-consum ing transport is kept to a m inim um  (w ith in  
the urban area) or is altogether unnecessary. Further, food grown for 
ind ividual consumption or fo r local com m ercial ventures drastically 
reduces the packaging and waste.
4. "How waste water and effluent should be dealt with on the site to 
compliment the city wide water recycling strategy and allow for a flexible 
approach..."
Growing food on the EcoCity core site is the most appropriate way to 
utilize waste w ater and effluent via the w ater recycling scheme. Irrigation  
of food trees and plants w ith  recycled w ater, however, is only one part of 
the w ater conservation strategy which is appropriate for this clim ate. The 
waste w ater and effluent recycling strategy can serve as model for a city- 
wide strategy.
5. "Site urban design issues to be considered:...creation of gateways to the 
site which w ill draw people to the centre...use of street art, sculpture, street 
furniture, landscaping, use of water features..."
Edible vegetation/landscape can alone, or by com plim enting buÜt 
structures, serve as aesthetic gateways to draw ing people together.
PART I I
RESOURCE G U ID E LIN E S  FOR U R BAN A G R IC U LTU R E IN  W H YA LLA
Goals, Context, Challenges, and Guidelines:
The goals of growing food in  W hyalla are m ultifold: to decrease 
dependence on food transported from  Adelaide; to challenge the 
unsustainable agricultural practices from  w hich that food has come, to 
prom ote and educate the com m unity about the bioregion, to create 
com m unity alliances and netw orks, to provide healthy and nutritious 
food, and to decrease lan d fill by u tilizing  urban "wastes" for food 
production. These are some of the many ways that urban agriculture can 
w ork to create healthy cities. Like any city, however, the food growing 
potential for W hyalla, is lim ited  by clim atic conditions. This report w ill 
identify some of these lim itations, and suggest ways to grow food w ith in  
that context. It  w ill recommend urban agricultural guidelines which are 
ecologically beneficial and appropriate to W hyalla.
W hyalla is one of the driest cities in  A ustralia, the driest continent 
in  the w orld . Like in  most arid  regions, soils in  W hyalla are alkaline, (pH
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7.5-10) w ith  m edium  to extrem e salinity. H igh alkalin ity locks up 
available nutrients necessary for plant growth. Further, the organic m atter 
is scant, so the soil suffers from  poor soil structure and poor w ater holding  
capacity. M ost of W hyalla's lim ited  rain fall, 275 m m /year, can not be 
absorbed by the poor soils, and either evaporates or runs off. The dom inant 
trees and plants—  salt bush, blue bush, and native grasses, the western 
myaU and the bullock bush—  are suited to these drought conditions. 
WTiyalla's predom inantly south/southw est w inds can be very strong, and 
the summer northerlies are severely desiccating. These winds increase the 
evaporation rate and threaten revegetation efforts.
The clim atic challenges to growing food in  W hyalla are m any. The 
sem i-arid clim ate and nutrient-poor soils of the region render the high- 
input agricultural m odel not only environm entally degrading, but also 
impossible. Food production, however, if adherent to specific 
environm ental principles and practices, is quite possible in  W hyalla. Any 
agricultural "im provem ents '—  that is, creating a m icro environm ent 
suitable for food growing—  w ill be a m anipulation of the natural state. 
Building a suitable agricultural environm ent, however, w ill attem pt to 
m im ic natural patterns and processes.
This section establishes environm ental guidelines fo r urban 
agricultural production in  W hyalla. These guidelines prom ote an 
ecologically beneficial approach to growing food in  W hyalla. The aim  is to 
m axim ize food production w hile prom oting:
1) soü stewardship,
2) w ater conservation, and
3) native plant species conservation.
Soil Stewardship
A  liv ing  soil is the life  blood of agricultural production. A  soil 
which is rich in  organic m atter functions as an ecosystem, offering both the 
chemical structure and an environm ent rich in  m icro organisms. These 
conditions are then conducive to w ater and nutrient exchanges, and plant 
growth. W ith  proper soil stewardship, raised organic m atter levels w ill 
reduce topsoil loss by w inds, and reduce compaction and salt panning, and 
neutralize pH . Soil build ing can be achieved by m ulching, composting, 
and organic methods.
M ulching
Nothing is wasted in  an ecological city. Both mulching and 
composting are means to close the unsustainable open loop system by 
u tilizin g  urban wastes for soil im provem ent. M ulch is anything used to 
cover the soil fo r the purpose of suppressing weeds, prom oting soü 
fe rtility , and reducing w ater consumption. It  is a crucial component of soü
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stewardship in  a clim ate like W hyalla's.
M ulching retains m oisture by decreasing evaporation and creating 
shade for the soü and root systems, and protecting them from  w ind  
exposure and erosion. Ideally , m ulch m aterial is organic m atter which  
eventually breaks down and im proves the n u tritive and structural 
integrity of the soil, though non-organic m aterials can be used. O n- and 
off-site m aterials such as grass clippings, acacia brush, wood chips, sea 
weed, m oldy straw, m anure, old clothing, hessian, sheep's wool, etc. may 
be used for m ulch. Stones or gravel m ulch can also be used around trees 
to protect and shade the roots from  intense day heat. M ulch in urban 
gardens provides an excellent use for "wastes", prom oting sustainability 
w hile at the same tim e im proving the soü structure and producing food.
Composting
The addition of organic m atter is the only  w ay to im prove soil 
structure, thereby increasing the soil's w ater-holding and nutrient- 
exchange capacities. Compost, or "black gold" is organic m atter (usuaUy 
non-meat kitchen scraps, leaves and clippings, a n d /o r m anure) which has 
undergone a heated and accelerated process of decomposition (w ith  the 
help of tim e, m oisture, and oxygen) into a rich nutrient base for soil. The 
nutrient content of compost depends on its ingredients, but ultim ately a 
compost which is balanced in  nitrogen, phosphorus, and potash is optim al 
for plant use. Compost is a far superior soü am endment than petrol-based 
inputs like chemical fertilizers. Proxim ity and placement of composting 
areas and method are im portant considerations. (See beneficial Appendix 
V m  for composting references.)
Organic Methods
N o chemical fertilizers or pesticides
Organic methods excludes the use of chemical, petroleum-based 
fertÜizers, and pesticides. These toxins render the soü lifeless by kiUing 
beneficial microorganisms, anim als and insects, decreasing diversity, and 
contam inating watercourses. R un-off contam ination is of particular 
consideration to W hyaUa’s storm water and effluent recycling plans. 
Organic methods o f pest managem ent, (using natural controls and 
preventions), fe rtiliz in g  (w ith  compost and organic m aterials), and 
cultivation are essential.
M in im um  tillage
Organic methods also em phasize m inim um  tillage. O ver-tülage 
küls soü microorganisms, dries the soü, and creates compaction. There are 
several options for loosening compacted soÜ and providing aeration: on a 
sm all scale—  w ith  the fork, and on a larger scale—  w ith  a chisel plow .
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One no-dig technique is sheet m ulching. Sheet m ulching entails the 
application of several layers of m ulch and organic fertilizers on top of the 
soil in  a desired area. Sheet m ulching is an excellent soil enriching 
approach to sm all scale food production.
W ater Conservation
Soil stewardship and w ater conservation w ork interchangeably. In  
arid climates, dry soils result from  a low  rain fa ll and the rapid evaporation 
of soil m oisture. Evaporation rates are high where the w ater retention  
capacity of the soils are poor. A  liv ing  soil, rich w ith  organic m atter and 
covered w ith  m ulch, benefits from  a high w ater holding capacity. Thus, 
proper soil stewardship decreases irrigation needs—the two are inseparably 
lin ked .
W ater conservation is a central concern to aU EcoCity Developm ent, 
and to a ll of W hyalla. The exorbitant cost to accommodate the mains 
w ater's journey from  its M urray-D arling source at M organ reflects only a 
small percentage of its true cost and energy use. Irrigation  of food- 
productive crops in  W hyalla must embrace w ater conservative guidelines 
and make use of recycled w ater whenever possible.
Recycled Water
The w ater recycling system proposed for the Core Site ensures that 
irrigation needs fo r tiie  site wUl be satisfied w ith  reused w ater. The city as a 
whole should look toward a future in  w hich a ll of its irrigation needs are 
m et by recycled w ater resources. (This w ill be more fu lly  discussed later in  
Part V )
Guidelines for Water Conservation
In  addition to using recycled w ater, all horticultural activities should 
adhere to principles of w ater conservation appropriate to an arid zone 
bioregion. These w ater conservation guidelines are:
1) Appropriate Species Selection
2) Shade and Shelter from  W ind and
3) Conservation Irrig atio n  _
A ppropriate Species Selection
For obvious reasons, growing w ater-intensive food crops and fru it 
trees is inappropriate for arid  regions, like W hyalla, even if recycled w ater 
is used for irrigation. Species selection w ill d iffer depending on site-specific 
goals, but w ater requirem ents, in  a ll cases, should be a prim ary 
consideration.
N ative plant species of the region can teach us lessons about arid  
lands adaptation. The saltbush, fo r exam ple, demonstrates drought
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resistance by storing w ater in  its fa t leaves. O ther ways plants 
demonstrate m oisture conservation are: fat stems together w ith  reduced or 
absent leaves (like cacti); gray and hoary leaves (like artem isia); and w ith  
hard, waxy, and w aterproof leaves (like holly).
The garden planner should consider selection and arrangem ent 
techniques which make the most efficient use of available w ater resources. 
For evaluating annual food crops, an im portant species determ inate is the 
proportion of w ater input to beneficial/ edible output. C om  is an example 
of a plant w ith  a large proportion of vast inedible leafiness, w ith  a m inute 
edible portion. The w ater use estimate for com  is 50 gallons of w ater per 
tw o ears! (See Appendix I I  fo r lists of arid lands food producers)
As a principle, the move tow ard a perennial-based agriculture has 
broad environm ental benefits, including its w ater conservation 
effectiveness. On a large scale, cirid lands farm ers and ranchers who have 
cleared their land for annual m ono-cropping suffer from  degraded soils 
which have resulted from  the eradication of perennial grasses. These soils 
can not hold w ater or function fu lly  in  nutrient exchange. Perennials 
provide perm anent vegetative cover in  arid lands and annuals can be 
intercropped. In  so-called "developing countries", where drought induced 
fam ine is a constant threat, edible perennials have the distinct advantage of 
providing food in  drought years when the annual crops fa il. In  W hyalla, 
regional food-producing perennials w hich are intercropped w ith  annuals 
w ill conserve w ater by ensuring the soil's w ater retention capacity.
W ind, Shade, and Shelter
The strong, drying w inds in  W hyalla present a challenge to potential 
growers in  the region. W ind desiccates the soil and foliage, and increases 
evaporation rates drastically. W hyalla's evaporation rate is up to ten times 
its rainfall. In  addition, w ind causes erosion and carries salt and particles 
which damage plant grow th. The effects of harsh w inds on vulnerable 
vegetation and bare soÜ can be abated by windbreaks. The most effective 
w indbreak is a liv ing  one, of closely grouped hearty plants. Their shelter 
creates microclim ates w here m oisture loss and erosion are decreased. A  
semi-permeable plantation of w indbreaks retards w ind, allow ing less than 
half to pass through its foliage w hile the rem ainder sweeps up and over. 
The establishment of a good shelter belt can take several years, however. 
Trellises and other b u ilt structures can act in  its place u n til trees grow. 
Budding-intensive areas, like the proposed EcoCity Core Site, greatly alter 
w ind patterns and w ind velocity, and can be planned to create effective 
windbreaks for protecting the growing areas around them.
Conservation Irrig atio n
Urban w atering practices currently center around the sprinkler
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system. U p  to 70% of the w ater can be lost to evaporation by this 
m ethod of irrigating, depending on the tim e of day that it is done. 
Conservation irrigation  aims to m inim ize the extent of evaporation by 
w atering the roots directly. Some examples of conservation irrigation  are;
i) Drip irrigation or trickle drip irrigation—  D rip  lines can be made by 
perforating old hoses at designated distances to direct w ater to plant roots. 
D rip  lines are placed under thick m ulch to retain  m oisture.
ii) Pitcher Irrigation—  Unglazed earthen jars, inverted bottles w ith  holes 
in  them , or short tubes of pebbles can be used to direct w ater to the root 
areas of trees and larger perennials.
Hi) Swales (permeable hollows built on contours)—  Swales create 
tem porary pools by collecting run off w hich enables w ater to slowly 
in filtrate  into the soil. The w ater can then be used to irrigate trees or other 
established plants. V illage Homes in  Davis, CA  grows all of its street trees 
(which are food producing) on rain w ater w hich has been swaled.
N ative Vegetation
Eighty percent of South Australia's native plant populations have 
been cleared, m ostly for pastoralism  and grain crops. Another significant 
portion of that 80% has been lost to feral species. This fact alone calls for a 
radical movement tow ard bush conservation, and a critical re-exam ination  
of any proposed clearing of native vegetation for agriculture. Urban  
agriculture aims to use urban spaces which have previously been cleared by 
developm ent or agriculture. The ecological benefits of urban agriculture 
w ould be lost if  native species were further threatened in  the process. (See 
Appendix V Q I for conservation and revegetation resources in  W hyalla.)
The propagation of native vegetation w ith  or around food crops is 
one w ay to promote bush conservation w hile growing food. For exam ple, 
native trees and shrubs can be used as windbreaks, as structural supports, 
and as shade in  food production. Further, growing bush tucker plants and 
trees links bush remnants and hum an ecology. The presence and 
developm ent of native foods promotes a sense of place and diversity of 
culture and ecology. Eating foods w hich originate in  that place is eating 
with the natural ecology of a place.
Bush tucker should be recognized in  the context of local Aboriginal 
culture. The traditional food gathering, preparation, and sharing practices 
are an integral part of their consum ption. Aboriginal locals w ith  this kind  
of knowledge should be considered as a resource, and consulted about the 
use of bush tucker plants.
PART I I I
U R B A N  A G R IC U LTU R E A N D  TH E  W H YA LLA  EC O C ITY CORE SITE:
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INTEGRATING FOOD PRODUCTION WITH THE BUILT 
ENVIRONMENT
The Core Site as a Model
The EcoCity Core Site, appropriately placed in the m iddle of 
W hyalla, w ill serve as a m odel fo r sustainable urban liv ing . The 
architectural and infrastructural plans for the Site w ill exem plify ecological 
systems w hich w ork harm oniously w ith  the b u ilt environm ent. The 
principles dem onstrated on the Core Site w ill serve as a reference point for 
future planning in  W hyalla. In  the same w ay, the follow ing urban 
agricultural principles recommended for the Core Site can be extended and 
amended to apply to W hyalla as a whole.
The Challenges of the Core Site
W hyalla's proposed EcoCity Site is 15 hectares of low  open 
woodland— where salt bush, blue bush, and native grasses predom inate.
In  the future EcoCity Core Site developm ent, this landscape w ill be 
dom inated by the b u ilt environm ent—  m oderate-density dwellings, and 
commercial and com m unity groups. In  addition, the Site w ill emphasise 
native and regional trees and vegetation. Space for growing food, then, 
w ül be lim ited. Urban agriculture on the Core Site w ill aim  to maximise 
food production w ith  m inim al grow ing spaces.
M ore so than space lim itations, however, soü quality and arid  
clim atic conditions present the tw o greatest challenges to growing food on 
the site. In  all cases, this Core Site agricultural plan w ill prom ote the 
environm ental goals established in  the previous section; those are: soil 
stewardship, w ater conservation, and native plants species conservation.
This section suggests ways that food can be grown on the Core Site, 
and it explores how the b u ilt environm ent and vegetation can w ork  
together to m odify the m icroclim ate and produce food. In  addition, it 
explains methods for growing food w ith in  lim ited  urban space. F inally, it 
discusses related food activities (food preservation, fo r exam ple) which 
may be induded in  Site plans to m ore fu lly  address sustainable local food 
production.
Modifying the Microclimate
A  m ajor goal of the W hyalla EcoCity Project is to m inim ise the use 
of fossil fuel-pow ered a ir conditioning and heating systems to control 
clim ate. The EcoCity architectural plan wiU utilise buüt structures—  in  
particular, building aspect and insulating m aterials—  for m icroclim ate 
m odification. Ecological buüding techniques, however, must also utüise 
and emphasise vegetation fo r energy efficiency. Even more so than b u ilt 
structures, plants and trees on the site w ül be able to provide relief from
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summer heat and protect agair^t cold w in ter breezes, w ithout the need 
for fuel-consum ing polluters like a ir conditioners. Trees provide more 
effective clim ate m odification than shrubs and vertically-grow n plants, but 
all vegetation m odifies m icroclim ates to some extent through the 
follow ing processes:
•  Transpiration , w hich cools the a ir surrounding the plant by converting 
w ater in  the leaves to vapour.
•  Convection, where plants absorb the sun's energy during the day, and 
the heated air rises. In  turn, cooler a ir is draw n into the vegetated area. A t 
night this process reverses as w arm  air is insulated under the canopy.
•  Shading, w hich blocks direct sunlight, and can cool a piece of bare 
ground to 20% of its unshaded tem perature. Vegetated shade structures 
and trees w ith  dense foliage are the most effective shades, able to intercept 
3-6 times as much energy as a canvas awning. Plants w ith  coarse, hairy, or 
dark leaves absorb sunlight and heat. Shiny, ligh t coloured plants reflect 
the sun.
•  Wind protection, w hich reduces velocity and m odifies soil and air 
tem peratures.
•  Insulation where bushes and vines planted next to a building act as 
insulative barriers.
The most effective use of vegetation to create microclim ates on the 
EcoCity Core Site w ould combine the processes explained above. 
Appropriately placed trees and plants protect b u ilt structures from  direct 
sun strike in  the summer, and insulate them from  cold a ir in  the w inter.
In  addition, a ll food plants used for m icroclim ate creation would serve the 
purposes of creating privacy and producing food. A ll urban vegetation  
increases the physical and biological links between the city and 
surrounding ru ral areas.
Creating Food and M icroclim ates w ith  B u ilt Structures
Greenhouses and Shadehouses
Plant-housing structures such as greenhouses and shadehouses can 
serve a variety of purposes, from  providing spaces for food production to 
m odifying clim atic conditions. The green and shade house system 
. demonstrates tem perature regulation w ithout the use of electric or gas 
energy. Instead they use vents to encourage a ir circulation, thereby creating 
cooling m icroclim ates in  the sum m er, and w arm ing ones in  the w inter. 
Greenhouses offer space to start spring seedlings, ripen autum n plants, 
grow  greens in  the w inter, and dry food in  a pest free-environm ent.
Planning considerations for Core Site greenhouses and shadehouses 
include:
•  Placement on the building—  G enerally, greenhouses are attached to the
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sun side of a buüding, and shadehouses to the shade side. The 
greenhouse should be covered by a deciduous trellis or tree, which w ould  
prevent overheating in  summer.
•  Placement on the site fo r m axim um  use—  A  greenhouse and 
shadehouse system, attached to a frequently-used common building, would  
produce clim ate m odifying benefits w hich could be shared between 
residents.
• Placement on the site fo r proxim ity—  As food-producing structures, 
placem ent of the greenhouse/shadehouse should be close to the 
com m unity garden area (w hich is currently proposed in  the m iddle of the 
Site). The com m unity food producing area should be centralised— where 
garden, greenhouse, sm all scale compost area, tools, etc. are kept together.
Courtyards
Like greenhouses and shadehouses, courtyards w ork to m odify the 
m icroclim ate. In ternal courtyards are planned for some of the buildings 
(ALCUE and the Anglican Church) in  the northern section of the Site. 
Internal courtyards w ork as part of the a ir circulation and cooling systems 
of individual buildings. Internal courtyards offer spaces for food 
production, especially for growing shade-loving understorey plants.
Several external sheltered courtyard areas of different scales and 
sizes are planned on the Site. These serve sim ilar m icroclim ate m odifying  
roles, and offer ways to create residential m icro-com m unities. These 
vegetated external courtyard areas offer opportunities for com m unity food 
growing projects as w ell. For exam ple, these courtyards could support 
sm all scale orchards for com m unity use.
Utilising Limited Urban Spaces
Vertical Supports for Food Plants
Since space is scarce in  most urban areas, vertical structures are 
useful space-saving options for growing food. In  addition, vegetated w alls 
and trellises provide great clim ate m odifying benefits.
W alls
In  some cases, p lant roots can cause slight damage to buildings, but 
far m ore often, vegetation actually protects buildings from  the elements 
(w ind and w eather), radiation, and therm ic tensions w ith in  the structure. 
Aside from  the food produced, there w ould be m any benefits of vegetating 
walls w ith  climbers:
•  Vegetation on w alls are excellent insulators. In  the summer, solar rays 
are reduced by the shading of clim bing plants, w hich raise their leaves in  
response to the sun's angle.
•  The leaves of clim bing plants filte r dust and pollutants. Vegetation can 
also decrease noise pollution.
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•  Green W alls provide habitat for birds and other urban w ild life .
Trellises
Trellises can provide free-standing support fo r vertically growing 
plants and vines, or they can be placed against existing structures: walls, 
fences, carports, sheds, shadehouses, verandahs, or patios. Trellises can take 
many form s and be constructed using salvaged m aterials to suit varied  
purposes or desired effects. For example, they can create secluded areas for 
privacy or play. Trellises provide shade and w ind protection to built 
structures, and to other plants.
W alls and trellises can support both annual and perennial plants. 
Perennial examples of deciduous edible climbers include grape, and 
passionfruit. Annual vines include tomatoes, beans and squash. I 
recommend that clim bing perennials be used copiously on the Eco city site. 
Their shading and w indbreaking capacity, as w ell as their vertical grow th  
(saving space) makes trellises and food bearing climbers very appropriate to 
the W hyalla site.
Rooftops and Balconies
Like w all spaces, rooftops and balconies increase available growing 
spaces in  high density urban liv ing , w hile providing the benefits of 
pollution reduction, and clim ate m odification. Further, vegetated rooftops 
and balconies lin k  networks of urban green spaces.
Rooftops
The clim atic conditions for rooftop gardens w ill d iffe r from  gardens 
grown in  deep soil. Roof tem peratures vary significantly from  those at 
ground level. Some roof gardens are fu lly  exposed to sunlight, and can be 
5-10 degrees higher than on ground level. D uring the w inter, the increased 
tem perature aids in  plant grow th, but during W hyalla's extrem ely hot 
summer months, extra heat w ould be detrim ental. Shade structures w ill 
be essential for abating plant stress.
For W hyalla, the most lim iting  factor fo r rooftop growing w ill be 
w ater. The soil layer in  roof gardens are th in, and more exposed to w ind  
and sun. Thus, the evaporation rate is higher than at ground level. W ater 
conservation techniques described in  the first section, especially soil 
stewardship, w ill help m odify the need for excessive irrigation. Besides 
grow ing gardens, fla t rooftops on site dwellings can be used for food-related 
activities. Roofs are suited for food drying areas (fru its and grains), sun- 
loving potted plants and container gardens, or trellis vine-shaded sitting  
areas.
There are several im portant technical considerations for the 
planning stages o f rooftop garden. Details vary w ith  ind ividual project
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goals. The follow ing, however, need exam ination at the outset of any 
roof garden project:
•  Roof load bearing capacity
•  Design of roof w aterproofing system
•  Design of irrigation system
• M ethod of getting soil (and other m aterials) onto the roof
In  general, rooftop gardens require several layers w h id \ perform  
proper soil functions, in  the absence of a complete soil system. The bottom  
layer must be a w aterproof membrane, or the roof itself must be made of 
w aterproof m aterials. This protects the building from  structural damage. 
On top of the w aterproof layer, the system requires a protective, insulative, 
and drainage layer. Last comes a soil layer, w hich can vary in  accordance 
w ith  the intended plant types and m ethod of irrigation.
The N o-D ig  Garden
Esther Deans, a backyard gardener from  N ew  South Wales, 
developed a m ethod called "N o-D ig Gardening" especially for people w ith  
disabilities. The method was devised to create a growing area on top of 
compacted or nutrient poor soil, but it  can be adapted to the rooftop as w ell. 
The no-dig technique enables the grower to create a soü environm ent 
"instantly", and eventually produces nutrient and humus rich soil when  
the layers decompose. Building a no-dig garden for the roof entails m aking 
a fram e out of salvaged m aterials and layering organic m aterials (paper, 
hay, compost) on top of the infrastructural (w aterproof, protective, 
insulative, drainage) layers. Planting can then be done im m ediately.
Balconies
Gardening on balconies usually means growing in  containers which 
are hanging baskets, are attached to w alls or railings, or sit on the balcony 
floor. Raised planting beds or w indow  boxes can also be buÜt as perm anent 
structures on balconies. This type o f gardening is accessible for disabled and 
older gardeners.
Recycled containers for balcony plants can be made out of alm ost 
anything. O ld baskets, h a lf-filled  sacks, industrial-sized food containers 
(from  restaurants), old drum s—  a ll make fine food-grow ing containers if 
holes are poked in  the bottom  for w ater drainage.
Because the growing conditions of containers provide an artific ia l 
environm ent, careful management is key to successful balcony gardens. 
Lacking a complete soü system, container gardens require extra effort to 
provide the plants w ith  adequate drainage, shelter, w ater, and nutrients. 
This is especially true for hanging baskets, as the increased surface area 
means constant soü exposure. M ulching helps, but frequent irrigation  wiU  
be inevitable in  hot, dry w eather.
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Food A ctiv ities W hich Promote Self-R eliance
In  an effort to create a more holistic local food system on the Core 
Site, food preservation and storage should be considered. Effective 
methods for food storage utilises surplus produce, reduces food waste, and 
makes nutritious food available during the o ff season. Such food activities 
include drying, canning, and cool storage. For commercial ventures, these 
"value added" activities (like canning jam , drying herbs for teas, etc.) 
increase the economic return of the food grown.
•  Food Drying  can be done on rooftop areas, and in  greenhouses in
the sum m er.
•  Canning  is effective for most vegetables and fruits (especially 
tomatoes!) U n like freezing, canning requires no refrigeration—  saving on 
energy use.
•  Cool Storage. Root crops store especially w ell underground in  root
cellars.
•  Seed Saving. Due to monocropping and the so called "green
revolution", the loss of genetic diversity of food producing plants has been 
identified as a m ajor threat to w orldw ide biodiversity in  the last decade. 
Seed saving is a way to preserve biological integrity and diversity of species 
of annuals. Seeds can be collected at the end of their reproductive life  and 
stored in  jars or containers in  cool, dark, dry storage spaces. Seed saving is 
another way to create a self-sustaining agriculture, and is an excellent 
educational opportunity. A  small closet space in  a cool or shaded side of a 
building (a common building, perhaps) is an appropriate space for this 
activity.
PART IV
C O M M U N A L GREEN SPACES O N  TH E  EC O C ITY SITE
Individuals on the EcoCity Site w ill choose the landscaping and 
vegetation surrounding their dw ellings, in  accordance w ith  conservation 
principles. There w ill be, how ever, open spaces on the Site which are 
shared and managed through Com m unity T itle . According to the EcoCity 
goals, open spaces on the Core Site should priorities native vegetation. 
U rban agriculture attem pts to maximise food growing w ith in  lim ited  
urban spaces. Since most food plants are not native species, these differing  
goals m ight seem adversarial. This section proposes ways in  which urban 
agriculture, through com m unity based food projects, can be integrated w ith  
native vegetation to both preserve the integrity of native plants and 
produce food.
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Native Vegetation in Open Spaces
The W hyalla Conservation Park at the northern entrance of town is 
home to several o f the low  open woodland species native to the north  
eastern Eyre Peninsula. H ere, the western m yall is the dom inant tree, w ith  
black oak, false sandalwood, bxiUock-bush, and quandong also prevalent. 
The dom inant understorey is a com bination of bluebush, several species of 
saltbushes and native grasses. Closer to the coastal areas, tidal fla t low  
shrubland and mangroves cover the undeveloped landscape.
The city of W hyalla is situated around the foreshore. The pre- 
European vegetated landscape was dom inated by low  open scrubland. In  
the past th irty  to forty years the C ity Council o f W hyalla has planted 
thousands of trees in  public spaces in  an effort to "green" and shade the 
city. According to Des Choppin of W hyalla C ity Parks and Gardens, the 
trees planted in  the parks and streets of W hyalla have been predom inantly 
eucalypts originating from  central and western A ustralia. These trees have 
been chosen for their suitability and effectiveness in  m odifying the 
m icroclim ate—  prim arily , to tem per summer extremes. The Parks and 
Gardens focuses on planting clim ate-appropriate species w hich w ill "fend  
for themselves after the first year of care", says Des, but not necessarily trees 
which are native to W hyalla. As a result, central and western Australian  
trees have been planted in  parks and along streets. N ot only are they are 
tolerant of W hyalla's degraded soils and scant ra in fa ll—  as they come from  
sim ilar, arid  climates and soü types—  but they are m ore effective in  
m icroclim ate m odification than the local natives. M ost of those local 
natives, like the western m yall (w hich only grows to aboüt waist height in  
tw enty years!), are too low  and scrubby to provide effective shading and 
coolir^ for W hyalla.
That example raises some questions. W hich plants are appropriate 
for the W hyalla EcoCity Core Site, w hich priorities native vegetation?
H ow  strictly should w e apply the meaning of "native species" when the 
urban environm ent is higW y altered? And how  do we prioritise  
bioregionally native species w hile attem pting to utilise the m icro clim ate 
m odifying, and food producing benefits? There are no definitive or 
absolute answers to these questions. One practical approach to planting  
decisions for communal green spaces how ever, m ight be to sim ply focus 
on preserving the endem ic understorey, instead of hoping slow growing  
open woodland trees w ill behave like fast-grow ing eucalypts. Steve Baker, 
an arid  lands ecologist, suggests that vegetating the Core Site should start 
w ith  the native shrubs, such as old m an salt bush, w hich are fast-growing. 
In  addition, he suggests extending the use of the term  "native" to mean 
regionally native, and inclusive perhaps of the faster-growing mallees and 
erem ophilas not endem ic to W hyalla, but to the Spencer G ulf region.
Planting and prom oting regional bush tucker plants, many of w hich
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are low -grow ing shrubs, is also a w ay to lin k  native plants w ith  hum an 
ecology. Using bush tucker plants on the Site wiU help to m aintain the 
integrity of the native vegetation of the region and w ill encourage 
knowledge of indigenous culture and food sources. I  proposes integrating  
native WhyaUa trees and shrubs w ith  native A ustralian trees, as w ell as 
indigenous and exotic food-producing vegetation. Bush tucker plants and 
other native plants w hich are integrated into gardens and landscaping wiU 
lin k  the native vegetation reserves to the exotic food producers on the site.
Community Based Food Production on the EcoCity Site
W hat is the food-producing potential of the open spaces on the 
EcoCity Core Site? Because these spaces are communaUy owned and 
managed, they present opportunities for com m unity-based food 
production projects, like com m unity gardening. Com m unity food 
production, where food is consumed directly by the growers, offers broad 
environm ental, health, and social benefits to its participants and their 
comm unities. In  addition to the m any environm ental benefits of urban 
agriculture, growing food in  a com m unity context encourages self reliance 
and social equity.
Related to social equity issues, nutritional benefits arise out of 
community-based food production projects. Access to fresh produce 
promotes good health and deters diet-related diseases, which are especially 
high in  economically disadvantaged populations. According to Baden 
Beckman, a board m ember from  Buttlingara, the food produced from  the 
Buttlingara Farm  and (now defunct) farm  canteen greatly contributed to 
the nutritional intake for the growers and the A boriginal com m unity in  
W hyalla. Fresh produce in  W hyalla is expensive, and comm unity-based 
food projects could help relieve some of the food restrictions placed on 
fam ilies w ith  lim ited  incomes. Com m unity food production provides 
fresh, wholesome food to a ll of its participants.
The EcoCity Core Site plan currently designates specific uses for 
some areas of the Site's open spaces. The comm unal open space uses on 
the site include:
1.) N ative vegetation reserves on the west edge and on the southern 
comers.
2.) Designated com m unity garden area at the centre of the Site.
3.) Com m unal areas w ith  undesignated use: vegetated corridors, road
reserves, pathways, and courtyards.
1) N ative  Vegetation Reserves
Remnants of indigenous vegetation to the Site have been identified  
fo r protection. These areas contain low  scrub—  predom inantly salt bush
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and blue bush—  and w ill rem ained undeveloped and unaltered. N o  
urban agricultural activities w ül take place on these reserves.
2) Com m unity Garden
A  com m unity gardening area has been designated for the m iddle of 
the EcoCity Site. This p lot w ill be the central food growing area for 
residents, businesses, and groups. The Core Site com m unity garden can 
serve a variety of purposes for participants, offering broad social, health, 
environm ental, and educational benefits. Just as the Core Site w ill aim  to 
be an educational m odel fo r the entire city of W hyalla, the com m unity 
garden should aim  to be a m odel for sustainable food production in  the 
region. It  should dem onstrate a ll of the environm ental resource- 
sustaining principles established in  the introductory section. The garden 
should utilise wastes and scrap food to produce compost on the Site and 
use recycled w ater for irrigation. Ideally, it w ould lead the way in  a move 
toward small scale self-reliance, and tow ard a "closed loop" urban system. 
The com m unity garden should be the central food-producing area, from  
w hich other local food projects could evolve.
A ll com m unity gardens bring people together fo r the common 
enterprise of growing food, but they can take many forms. In  New tow n  
NSW , for example, the Angel St. Com m unity Garden's prim ary aim  is to 
reduce inner city organic waste through com m unity gardening. The 
Collingwood Com m unity Garden in  V ictoria focuses on providing the 
residents in  public housing areas w ith  an area to grow food. East Perth C ity  
Farm was form ed by a group of environm entally com m itted youth to 
develop urban based perm aculture com m unity gardens. A t the outset o f a 
com m unity garden project on the EcoCity Site, interested growers should 
establish w hich goals, structure, and management suit their unique needs.
3) Open Space Areas W ith  Undesignated Use
U nlike the N ative Species Reserves and the Core Site Com m unity 
Garden, many of the com m unal open spaces have not been designated to 
serve specific purposes. These areas have a large potential to shape the 
physical environm ent of the Core Site by creating defin itive spaces on the 
Site, offering an overall cohesiveness, and significantly influencing  
m icroclim ate. These undesignated-use spaces are potential com m unity 
food growing areas on the Site. They include:
•  Vegetated Corridors. These corridors aim  to m aintain a netw ork of 
vegetated land on and around the Site. Those in  the southern portion of 
the Site w ill contain swales w hich w ill direct ra in fa ll to drainage areas to be 
stored for irrigation .
•  Road Reserves and Pathways. Throughout the Site, roads and 
pathways are surrounded by strips of unbuilt land.
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•  External Sheltered Courtyard areas of d ifferent scales and sizes 
are planned on the Site, and each w ill be at the centre of one or more 
residential m icro-com m unities.
Proposals for Using Open Space Areas for Community Food Projects
Ideally , com m unity food projects in  these undesignated use areas 
w ould be perennially based and w ould integrate w ith  and serve landscape 
functions. Such projects should aim  tow ard m inim al m aintenance and 
w ater use. One suggestion for integrating food production w ith  native 
species w ould be to grow clim ate appropriate food trees in  some public 
areas, w ith  native low  growing understorey. The follow ing lists some food 
project ideas for the Site’s open space areas:
Food-Producing Trees in  Comm on Areas
Growing food-producing trees in  some of these communal areas 
w ould demonstrate the integrative aspect of urban agricultural production. 
The various contributions of trees to a healthy urban environm ent is 
invaluable. Besides decreasing pollution, erosion, and dust storms, and 
providing w ind breaks, shade, m ulch, fuel, and building insulation, trees 
are food. "Food producing trees" include both exotic and native trees 
which provide fruits, nuts, and seeds w hich can be consumed by humans. 
There are many global examples of publicly-accessible food parks and street 
trees, each of them managed in  a d ifferent w ay. (See Appendix Vn, which 
addresses management concerns.)
The species chosen for a food tree project on the EcoCity Site w ould  
need to consider the uniqueness of W hyalla's clim ate. N ative food 
producing Australian trees suited to arid  climates (although not necessarily 
native to W hyalla) include: the quandong (native to W hyalla), the native 
orange, the native lim e (a good host fo r the quandong), and seed flour trees 
such as the m yall and acacia victoriae. These could be integrated w ith  
exotic food producers recommended by Richard Fox, form er head of 
W hyalla Parks and Gardens: apricots, peaches, citrus, almonds, carob, olive, 
and pistachios.
Like the com m unity garden, planting food trees is an opportunity 
for the EcoCity Site to dem onstrate how w ater conservative techniques and 
soil stewardship can produce food effectively. The food produced (which 
can then be preserved or dried) could potentially provide the EcoCity w ith  
aU its fru it and nut needs once the trees became established.
Planting food trees is highly applicable to com m unity based food 
production projects w hich extend beyond the EcoCity Core Site, into  
W hyalla's public parks and along its streets. In  fact, existing food tree 
projects most commonly involve city councils, as w ell as committees of 
lo c^  management. Des Choppin, of W hyalla Parks and Gardens, has
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expressed enthusiasm about the idea of growing food producing trees 
in  tria l areas in  the city. H e is specifically considering planting food trees, 
(almonds and pistachios, perhaps) in  the Council owned land adjacent to 
the Recreation Centre. This Council effort w ould lin k  the EcoCity Site and 
the greater city's efforts at self sufficiency.
Bush Tucker Dem onstration G arden
A  bush tucker dem onstration garden could be established on a small 
plot of common open space on the Site. The garden could be used for 
educational and food-producing purposes, and lin k  the native trees w ith  
the native and exotic food producers. The dem onstration m ight include 
low -grow ing bush plants like w arrigal native spinach, ruby saltbush, bush 
tomato, and quandong trees. A n educational component, w ith  signs and 
inform ation, w ould encourage knowledge of indigenous culture and food 
sources. Several com m unity members in  W hyalla offer a w ealth of 
inform ation about these plants' ecology, and the traditional ways these 
plants have been used. (See Appendix I  and V IQ )
Children's Garden or O ther Theme Gardens
A  small area could serve as a shaded and educational edibly 
landscaped park for children w hich w ould offer hiding places, tipis, edible 
flow er gardens, hedgerow maizes, etc. O ther possibilities for theme 
gardens are many: m edicinal p lant garden, w ild life  garden, perm aculture 
garden, etc.
M anagem ent of Com m unity-Based Food Production Projects on the 
EcoCity Site
The to-be-determ ined management approach to the Site's open 
spaces w ill greatly influence the long term  effectiveness of efforts tow ard  
ecological urban liv ing . Decisions about open space management wUl 
likew ise determ ine the EcoCity's food production potential and level of 
com m unity participation. Ecopolis consultant, Paul Downton  
recommends a Com m unity T itle  approach to open spaces, where residents 
and business owners undertake stewardship roles for maintenance of 
communal spaces. O ther options are: establishing a com m unity 
corporation, w here volunteer or elected residents of the Site make 
decisions about how  open spaces should be managed; or, council 
in vo lvem en t.
Managem ent for food production projects should designate specific 
goals and strategies as w ell as appropriate com m unity roles. The success of 
any com m unity food project greatly depends on com m unity participation! 
M anagem ent should m ove tow ard developing a holistic com m unity food 
system, where agricultural production, d istribution, and consumption are
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integrated in  order to enhance the economic, environm ental, and 
social w ell being of the EcoCity.
This section has specified strategies for integrating food production 
into the EcoCity Site's b u ilt environm ent and lim ited  open spaces. As the 
EcoCity Site serves as a m odel for "ecological developm ent " many of these 
recommendations are directly relevant to the city of W hyalla as a whole. 
Particularly relevant are the issues surrounding the use of public and open 
spaces for comm unity based food production. Com m unity gardens and 
food parks are an integral part of the "ecological city", challenging the 
unsustainable m odel of food production.
P A R T Y
T U R N IN G  W H YA LLA 'S  U R B A N  W ASTES A N D  SPACES IN T O  FO O D
The previous section's recom m endations, w hich focus on the 
EcoCity Core Site, are equally applicable to the greater city of W hyalla, as 
the natural environm ent on the Core Site (soil, ra in fa ll, native vegetation, 
etc.) is fairly consistent w ith  that of the surrounding urban area. Those 
recommendations, how ever, do not address off-Site planning issues or 
projects pertinent to city-w ide urban agriculture potential. This section 
looks at some larger urban issues— w ater recycling strategies, urban waste 
production and disposal, revegetation efforts, etc. in  the context of urban 
agriculture. H ow  are these urban issues opportunities for urban 
agriculture? Further, how can food production benefit urban processes and 
infrastructure?
Urban Wastes
In  addition to sunshine, the city of W hyalla has access to many 
resources for growing food, m any of w hich are considered urban wastes. 
Urban agriculture aims to create healthy comm unities by recycling "waste " 
m aterials—  thereby decreasing lan d fill and pollution—  in  the process of 
growing food. Here, I  wiU offer strategies for closing the "ecological loop ", 
and m oving W hyalla tow ard sustainable urban processes by turning urban 
wastes into resources for food production.
W ater
W hyalla has no natural fresh w ater surface system. The city’s 
potable w ater supply is principally sourced from  the M urray River, 400 km  
from  the d ty . C urrent state governm ent w ater pricing policy has set the 
m axim um  cost of w ater at $ .9 0 /kL. In  W hyaUa, the m axim um  cost 
represents about one th ird  of the real transport and treatm ent cost.
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Although the price of w ater is thought to be very high in  W hyalla, it 
actually reflects only a fraction of the economic cost, thanks to cross 
subsidy. A lthough the continued subsidised dependence on mains w ater 
by W hyalla is not environm entally sustainable, W hyalla, like many towns 
in  South A ustralia, is dependent on the M urray D arling Basin for w ater.
A  com m itm ent to softening W hyalla’s im pact on the tired M urray  
system has been demonstrated by the C ity Council through a series of w ater 
conservation efforts. One effort is the Industrial W astewater and 
Storm water Recycling Project. Storm water runoff from  two catchment 
areas and the industrial processed w ater from  BHP's pellet plant are 
channeled to tw o of BHP’s storage tanks and the G olf Course Dam . The 
w ater from  the tanks feeds BHP’s tree plantation, and the dam irrigates the 
WhyaUa G olf C lub’s greens and W ilson Park. Related, the Council 
contracted Rust PPK Pty Ltd in  1996 to determ ine the potential of a city- 
w ide w ater recycling strategy.
Rust PPK consultancy put together a "W hyalla W ater Recycling 
Feasibility Study". The finàl report outlines W hyalla's storm water and 
sewage resources—  which they consider to be the tw o possibilities for 
urban am enity—  and it assesses several recycling options. The report 
suggests that the use of effluent for horticultural purposes w ould be 
"im practical" because of public health constraints, legislative and 
regulatory constraints per the SA H ealth  Commission, infrastructural 
constraints (facilities, storage, transport, pum ping, distribution etc.), and 
treatm ent costs. The report does, however, state that storm water reuse 
"has a high potential for fu rther adoption in  W hyalla, particularly for 
m unicipal and 'greening' purposes."
As I  am sure the C ity  Council is aware, the environm ental and 
economic justifications for developm ent of a storm water recycling scheme 
in  W hyalla are equally high. If  this w ater could be used to produce food for 
the com m unity, then the justification w ould be even higher. The use of 
storm water to irrigate food crops fo r W hyalla embodies the principles of 
self-sustaining, ecological urban processes.
Green Wastes
Broadly defined, green wastes are plant m aterial wastes produced by 
humans. Green wastes are generated from  pruning, clipping, m owing, and 
leaf rem oval in  d ty  parks and yards. Green waste currently comprises a 
high percentage (approxim ately 20-30%) of urban waste production in  
Australia, and it adds 80-120 kg per person per year to the landfill. (This 
figure is an Departm ent of Environm ent and N atu ra l Resources 
approxim ation, as the m aterials that are put to lan d fill in  W hyalla are not 
qualified, according to M r. M atün, of Spencer G ulf W aste.)
Green waste is an invaluable resource for W hyalla. Converted into
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compost or m ulch, green wastes provide the essentials fo r soil 
stewardship and w ater conservation. G rant H am ilton, a gardener and 
landscaper in  W hyalla, attests to m ulch’s effectiveness for retaining soil 
m oisture. H e claims that the soil under a m ulch p ile w ill be moist and 
alive even after weeks w ithout a summer rain . W hen the bare ground is 
packed, cracked, and hardpanned, the ground covered by mulch is moist 
and alive. Compost and m ulch could never be overabundant in  W hyalla.
In  response to the need for urban green waste recycling. Les Cowan 
started W hyalla Organic Recyclers in  1995, Les s business offers hauling 
and processing of trees, branches, brush, and law n clippings at m inim al 
cost. The end result is large piles of m ulch of varying grades, and 
compost—  all of w hich he offers back to the com m unity for m ulching trees 
and gardens. Les keeps very busy, as his dum ping fee is several dollars less 
than the city dump's. S till, he says, some people continue to use the city 
dum p as a repository for valuable m ulch m aterial.
In  addition to its environm ental, benefits, green waste recycling 
industries offers a range of em ploym ent opportunities. Some of these 
include; collection, transfer, turning, m onitoring, quality control, bagging, 
and delivery of composted /  m ulched products. The establishment of a 
m andatory green waste recycling program , then, holds the potential to 
benefit social, economic, and environm ental urban processes. In  addition  
to contributing to sustainable urban processes, compost and mulch hold 
m arketing potential. As a product, compost and m ulch can be sold to: top 
soil companies, nurseries, public works, home gardeners, professional 
landscapers, farm ers, and land rehabilitation schemes.
Green waste recycling must become m andatory in  W hyalla. C urrent 
political rhetoric concerning "free dum p days ’ is a step backwards. The 
technology for green waste recycling exists and can be im plem ented 
efficiently to eradicate 20-30% of lan d fill. Further, the end products of the 
recycling process are invaluable resources for W hyalla’s soils, revegetation 
projects, and food production. The use of m unicipal green waste in  urban 
agricultural projects demonstrates the concept of self reliance. Urban green 
wastes used as m ulch fo r food plants and trees closes an "open loop" of 
unsustainability.
Food Scraps
In  many cities and ru ra l areas around the w orld , "food scraps" do 
not exist. Because hunger is so prevalent in  these areas, disposing of food 
fo r lan d fill is unthinkable. O n farm s, peelings and stalks feed livestock.
But in  many western cities like W hyalla, w e throw  away food. Despite 
Council's current prom otion of composting, W hyalla contributes 97% of its 
food scraps to lan d fill.
Excel Enterprises, a non-profit d isability em ploym ent service, has
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currently taken on the challenge of reducing the am ount of food scraps 
which go to lan dfill. Excel has distributed bins to interested restaurants and 
food waste producing businesses. Excel collects fu ll bins, and transports the 
food scraps to their composting site off Port Low ly Rd. The compost in  
turn w ill be used to enrich the soil at their m arket garden site, at the old  
dairy.
This project marks an im portant effort made by a private  
organisation to control lan d fill and create so il enriching m aterial. Excel's 
composting program , however, is lim ited. C urrently, the effort targets 
only restaurants, because ind ividu al residence pick-up requires more 
vehicles and logistics than they are prepared to undertake. The Council 
should move tow ard a system of m andatory organic waste recycling, 
including residential and business produced food scraps.
Seagrass
The Council recently purchased a beach rake for the purpose of 
deterring the build up seagrass on W hyalla beaches. The collected seagrass 
w ill be used for m ulch in  revegetation projects—  nam ely of coastal and 
wetland areas. The use of the seagrass for vegetative purposes exem plifies 
the processes of creating resources out of waste. Other Waste Materials 
Which Could be Used in Urban Agriculture:
•  Paper and Cardboard, as mulches for paths, or for the "No-Dig" 
gardening technique. C urrently collected, baled, and shipped to Adelaide 
for processing by Spencer G ulf Waste.
•  Sawdust, from  woodshops, to be used as a m ulch or in  paths.
•  Old clothing or carpeting, as m ulch. It  w ill break down into compost 
eventually (if it was m ade from  non-synthetic m aterials).
•  Manure, from  the Trotting Club, Pony Club, and various piggeries in  
W hyalla fo r compost and fertiliser.
These are just some of the ways in  which W hyalla’s wastes can be 
viewed as resources. M ost of the wastes are overabundant, and the result is 
disposal tiia t pollutes—  w aterw ays, the a ir (if burned), and the land. To use 
these wastes as resources w ould be an essential step toward closing an 
urban ecological loop.
Urban Spaces
U rban agriculture aim s to maximise food production in  available 
urban spaces, w hich are often public places. Some of the public spaces in  
W hyalla include; street reserves, parks, schools, walkways, and educational 
institutions. Public spaces being used for com m unity based food
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production w ould be a dem onstration of collaborative efforts and 
com m unity building. The location and planning of an urban agriculture 
project can largely determ ine its success. Food projects should be planned 
and integrated w ith  other urban processes for m utual benefit. So where 
should these com m unity based food projects be located?
Access to Recycled Water
Ideally, food production in  W hyalla should recycled w ater schemes. 
The Rust report suggests that the distance between irrigation  fields and the 
reuse w ater source is a prim ary consideration. This distance significantly 
affects costs of the recyding and distribution process. The economic 
feasibility of using recycled storm water for food growing projects, then, is 
directly related to the irrigation  site's proxim ity to the reuse w ater source.
In  other words, com m unity food growing projects should be located in  
close proxim ity to the w ater recycling area to effectively make use of the 
system.
Rust PPK conducted a site assessment of ten potential storm water 
storage locations, and it has designed a storm water catchment system 
which incorporates eight dams and a reticulation pipeline. Following a site 
assessment. Rust recommends the construction of a large storage dam at 
the northern end of the racecourse. The estim ated yield  for this site w ould  
be 580 M L /annum , replacing the 500 M L / annum of mains w ater currently 
used for w atering. The feasibility of recycled storm water fo r urban 
agricultural use is addressed briefly in  Rust PPK's final report. If  the 
recommended construction of the racecourse storm water dams comes to 
fru ition, this area w ould be an appropriate site for a com m unity food 
project.
Some city residents have suggested to me that because many 
W hyallians have access to a 1 /4  acre backyard plot, a comm unity garden 
concept would not succeed. Hom e gardeners, they say, could make 
convenient use of private backyard plots instead of traveling to a 
communal space. But if the com m unity space was in  close proxim ity to 
recycled storm water dams, gardeners could benefit from  reuse w ater 
irrigation. Successful w ater recycling for com m unity gardens w ould then 
cause a considerable reduction in  private residence mains w ater use.
Declining Trees .
According to Richard Fox’s article in  the February issue of City 
Council News, the first generation of extensive tree plantings, done in  the 
early 1970’s are beginning to decline. The Parks and Gardens employees 
surmise that 3.5 to 4% of street tree plantings w ül require replacement each 
year. "Thus, decisions m ade on a second generation of street tree plantings 
w ül play a very significant role in  determ ining the appearance and
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environm ent of the urban area of W hyalla", says Fox. These second 
generation plantings are places where the Council could consider food trees 
in  public places.
As discussed earlier in  reference to the EcoCity Core Site, public food 
trees should demonstrate w ater conservative techniques such as w ater 
recycling (if possible), swales, conservation irrigation, etc. In  addition, the 
plantings should incorporate native food trees. I  recommend that the C ity  
Council and the residents of W hyalla consider planting food producing 
trees on a tria l basis on streete in  designated neighbourhoods, where first 
generation plantings are growing w eary.
The Old Dairy Site
Seven kilom etres north of the city, adjacent to the W hyalla 
Conservation Park, lies the Council designated urban agricultural land  
owned by BHP, available for lease to groups or individuals undertaking  
sm all scale, "sustainable" horticu ltural projects. The site, commonly 
known as the "old dairy", was a dairy farm  un til late 1960's, when the non­
pasteurised m ilk became bacterially contam inated by salm onella, forcing its 
closure. O ver the years, a few  groups have attem pted commercial food 
production here— nam ely, annual vegetable cropping—  w ith  lim ited  
success.
The dairy site is less than ideal fo r com m ercially based urban food 
projects. First, because there are currently no usable rainw ater tanks, or 
alternative methods of irrigation  available, the dairy's only w ater source is 
from  the m ainline. Further, the site’s distance from  the city renders it an 
unlikely spot for recycled w ater access. The distance from  the city also 
forces a dependence on vehicles for transport of workers, supplies, and 
produce. The site also suffers from  high w ind exposure, especially hot, dry  
northerlies. Because the land was previously used for cattle grazing, the 
soil became susceptible to erosion and invasion of weeds. The soil is clay 
packed, cracked, and w rought w ith  shallow rooted flatweeds.
Nevertheless, the site offers the space for horticultural projects, and 
has been used as such. Three years ago, the LETS (Local Exchange Trading  
System) started a m arket garden as part of their trading system. Presently, 
Buttlingara Aboriginal Corporation runs a sm all production there. In  
addition. Excel Enterprises is currently establishing a m arket garden at the 
site.
Devonshone Tem ple, a perm aculturalist who planned the 
Buttlingara Farm  at its in itia l stages, recommends broad scale soil 
im provem ent and the planting of windbreaks for the site before attem pting  
to grow  agricultural crops on this site. Broad scale soil im provem ent starts 
w ith  soil aeration, by using deep rooted plant roots to break up hard pan 
and add organic m atter to the soil. This can be achieved by using a chisel
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plow , by driving in  a fork and levering gently, or by thick surface sheet 
mulch. These methods allow  easy root penetration of new plantings. Soil 
rehabilitation creates a liv ing  soil w here w ater can penetrate and rem ain in  
the rootzones, freeing soil elements for plants and buffering pH .
Trees planted as windbreaks also act as long term  nutrient pumps, 
laying down their m inerals as leaves and bark on the soil. Finally, trees 
provide some shade and cooling for food crops on the site, and they retain  
moisture. U nfortunately, several years are required for fu ll cycle broad 
scale soil im provem ent, and to experience the benefits of fu lly  grown 
windbreaks. These are slow processes. A fter four years, ButUingara is just 
now seeing some of the results of their tree plantings. Com m ercial m arket 
gardens which are attached to job schemes, leases, and w ater bills do not 
have that kind of tim e or money.
The above m entioned ventures (LETS, Buttlingara, and Excel) have 
approached this problem  in  varying ways. The next section w ül briefly  
look at the successes and failures of their approaches. Further, it w ill 
consider the economic context of urban farm ing projects, focusing 
specifically on the dairy site.
The LETS M arket Garden
The LETS garden never achieved its vision, according to W hyalla 
resident, Barry Spender. Spender and others worked in  the LETS garden 
growing a variety of vegetables. A  portion of this produce was intended to 
be exchanged as part o f the W hyalla LETS point system—  where goods and 
services are traded locally in  lieu of m onetary exchange. Members of LETS 
choose from  any of the goods and services offered by other members in  a 
system of com m unity exchange. The LETS garden included several acres, 
and it grew  the most comm only consumed vegetables: lettuce, tomatoes, 
peas, squash, etc.
The vision was perhaps greater than the available economic 
resources. Robin Johnson, the director of the project, had high aspirations, 
according to Spender. Johnson’s m ethod entailed an expensive outlay for 
electric fencing, new shade doth  as w ind break, new irrigation piping, a 
computerised w ater tap tim er, and many other new m aterials. According 
to Spender, these w ere never properly put into place, and the result was 
often crop failure due to pests or inadequate w ater. In  addition, volunteers 
occasionally missed w atering duties. This led to anim osity and accusation.
Spender asserts that the m ajor cause of the LETS garden failure was 
m anifest in  personality conflicts, lu s tra tio n , and lack of continuity. But 
the venture was an economic failure as w ell. The w ater b ill and cost of 
running inputs exceeded the sales from  the vegetables. For example, the 
group realised after they had sold most of their lettuce crop that they paid  
more for w ater than they received for the lettuce, (not including seeds, soil.
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labour, etc.) This failure exem plifies the need for appropriate species 
selection—  the selection of drought resistant crops that produce w ell and 
require little  w ater. In  addition. Spender says that the LETS garden 
mulched erratically and ligh tly , and was fa irly  exposed to high winds. The 
LETS garden was not an organic operation; so that it is fa ir to assume that 
soil rehabilitation was not a p rio rity . Both of these factors—  inappropriate 
species selection, and lack of attention to soü needs—  w ould have 
contributed to economic failure at the LETS garden. On a positive note, 
however. Spender m entioned that snow peas and okra were great 
successes, selling at the George Avenue M arket, to some local grocers, and 
as LETS exchanges.
B uttlingara Farm
Buttlingara Farm  was an effort to lin k  and address issues in  the 
Aboriginal com m unity concerning health, job training, and economic 
independence. The project has changed form  and focus several times over 
the past few  years. It  began as a perm acultural approach—  integrating a 
food forest w ith  perennial based food production. A t one tim e Buttlingara 
sold healthy, vegetable-centred lunches at the farm  canteen to workers and 
fam ily, (regulations forced the canteen to close). Later the farm  
incorporated a fauna park and sold emu eggs. N ow  the project focuses on 
selling eggs from  their 1,250 chook farm , a sm all fru it tree orchard, and a 
conventional style vegetable patch.
Despite its lack of consistency, the Buttlingara Farm  could be 
considered a success. C urrently, about sixteen people w ork for pay, instead 
of receiving unem ploym ent. A lthough the farm  canteen is now defunct, 
the food reaches some of the Aboriginal fam ilies in  W hyalla, (M uch of it is 
sold to local hotels, how ever.) The free range chook eggs are the farm's 
greatest economic success. In  addition, Buttlingara's is beginning to value 
add to their produce, bringing a greater return for the effort. The farm , 
however, is not econom ically sustainable w ithout governm ental subsidies. 
The vegetable production, again, does not meet the w ater b ill. Instead, the 
chook farm  softens the cost of growing vegetables.
Excel Enterprises
Like Buttlingara, Excel Enterprises is a job scheme intended to train  
and em ploy workers w hile  at the same tim e creating income. A t Excel, the 
economic feasibility of em ploym ent projects is a determ ining consideration 
because Excel is 40% funded by governm ental subsidies, w ith  the other 60% 
of funding needing to be generated from  employee output. Therefore, 
economics plays a m ajor part in  decision m aking, and expenditure of 
money is closely m onitored.
Excel is currently starting a m arket garden at the old dairy site.
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H aving learned from  the mistakes of their predecessors. Excel is 
approaching its planning w ith  a w ater conservative strategy. They intend  
to grow only clim ate appropriate plants— focusing on okra, beans, and peas 
in  the summer, and tomatoes inside a polydom e in  the w inter. They plan 
to grow arid  lands bush tucker as w ell. A ll of these items have good value 
added potential, which, according to CEO Sue G ilbey, is fundam ental for 
economic success. In  addition, the crew w orking at Excel is im plem enting 
the infrastructure for soil stewardship and w ater conservation by layering  
no-dig beds w ith  organic m atter and mulches and establishing a w indbreak 
of (arid  lands Australian) trees on both the northern and southern sides. 
The inputs into the project have so far been m inim al. M ost o f the inputs 
have been acquired for free from  "urban waste" sources. The horticulture 
project w ill be linked w ith  their Excel's food scrap composting venture out 
on Port Low ly Rd.
These are three examples of form er and current commercial 
agricultural ventures. These attem pts in  urban farm ing necessitate an 
economic income for their sustainability. Because the economic situation  
of W hyalla is one of the prim arily impetuses behind EcoCity Developm ent, 
urban agriculture needs to be addressed in this context.
PA R T V I
TH E  E C O N O M IC  C O N TEXT FOR URBAN A G R IC U LTU R E IN  W H YA LLA
BHP's control over the economy of W hyalla presents a constant 
threat to the city’s long term  economic sustainability, not to m ention its 
environm ental sustainability. In  addition to prom oting environm entally 
sound urban living, the EcoCity Project aims to relieve the town's 
dependency on BHP through economic diversification. The im petus for 
the EcoCity Project is a desire for alternatives to the current polluting, 
resource-extractive industrial base. The overall aims of the EcoCity 
Developm ent, as indicated by the Council’s Project Summary are to: create 
a better liv ing  environm ent for the people of W hyalla; to make the city 
more sustainable in  the long term ; and to make the city m ore attractive to 
long term  industries. The city-w ide EcoCity Project has already begun 
im plem enting infrastructural and systemic technologies for the city w hich  
w ül im prove the quality of life  in  W hyalla both economically and 
en viron m enta lly .
As an industry, urban agriculture has great potential to play a role in  
the economic diversification of W hyalla, despite the challenges explained 
in  this report. In  the end, the outputs of urban agriculture must exceed 
input costs (w ater, m aterials, etc.) in  order to sustédn the operation.
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Conveniently, most of the ecological principles established in  this 
report, w ater conservation in  particular, are also economical.
A  Local Food Economy?
This report does not aim  to fu lly  explore the economic potential of 
urban agriculture in  W hyalla, but to establish a context fo r further 
m arketing developm ent. The follow ing sections do this by assessing in  a 
general way: the public’s desire for locally grown food, the existing markets 
for local and organic food, and the ways in  w hich urban agriculture can be 
integrated into  economic developm ent.
Food Consumption and Production in Whyalla: The Public's View
In  an attem pt to obtain a cross sectional perspective of the 
com m unity of W hyalla's views on food and the local economy, I  
conducted a public survey at W estlands Shopping Centre. (See Appendix 
V I for a copy of survey.) The survey targeted people's perceptions of 
W hyalla's food economy. M any respondents expressed anger or concern 
about money going out of W hyalla to boost Adelaide's economy. W hen 
asked w hether they w ould support a locally grow n product over an 
im ported one, a ll but tw o respondents enthusiastically affirm ed. Further, a 
m ajority of respondents expressed support o f any projects which prom oted 
locally grown food. Said one respondent, " I w ould prefer locally grown 
fru it and vegies as they w ouldn 't cost so much and w e'd  be helping our city 
instead of it [m oney] going out of W hyalla." Another exclaimed, "Let's 
stand up for W hyalla. A delaide look out, here we come!" The outcome of 
the survey suggests that W hyallians w ould welcome systemic changes 
w hich prom oted a local food economy. People w ant local food.
Markets for Local Produce
Fruits and vegetables consumed in  W hyalla, w ith  very few  
exceptions, have traveled the highw ay from  A delaide, and have been 
grow n and distributed through conventional (and unsustainable) 
channels. C urrently in  W hyalla, local produce has very lim ited  
availab ility, and certified organic produce is litera lly  non-existent. This fact 
alone provides an open m arket for local produce (organic, especially). 
Despite their lim ited  success, both Buttlingara and LETS have experienced 
a very high dem and for their products. B uttlingara’s prim ary outlets have 
been W hyalla’s hotel/restaurants. Even serving that sm all niche m arket, 
B uttlingara adm inistrator, Bruce G ray, says, "we could never keep up w ith  
the dem and". Several managers of local restaurants w ith  whom  I have 
spoken have expressed inform al comm itm ents to buying local produce—  
both in  anticipation of its availab ility, and in  support of local growing.
The Sunday m arket at George Avenue was the prim ary m arket for
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the LETS garden's produce. Farm ers’ m arket style selling is the most 
profitable for the grower, as s /h e  can sell d irectly to the consumers, w ithout 
having to compete w ith  the prices of large farm s. The LETS growers 
form ed com m unity links at this m arketplace, and enjoyed the loyalty of 
certain buyers—  especially okra buyers. Again, the dem and for the 
vegetables outweighed their availability; boxes of produce always returned 
from  the m arket em pty. The m arket now offers only occasional surplus 
from  back yard vegetable patches and fru it trees. This sm all scale local 
exchange is encouraging, but lim ited . The George Avenue m arket offers 
much w ider potential for developing a m ore local food economy.
Other Food Based Economic Opportunities
In  addition to the sale of fresh produce, urban agriculture offers 
diverse opportunities fo r em ploym ent and prom otion of W hyalla's tourist 
industry. The follow ing lists some ideas for integrating local food w ith  
economic potential:
•  Value added products: jams, chutneys, and sauces; teas, herb oils and 
vinegars, etc.
• The use of theme gardens surrounding a business, (ie: an Italian  
Restaurant growing basil, tomatoes, and olives on restaurant grounds)
•  Bush tucker cafe
•  Educational programs fo r children on school vacations/ weekends
Each economic endeavour w ill of course have to assess its own 
m arket thoroughly before undertaking production.
CONCLUSION
It  has been suggested that the past tw o hundred years of Australian  
history has failed to "incorporate anything resembling an agriculture and 
cooking appropriate to the environm ent." (Symon, One Continuous 
Picnic) Through this report, I  hope to have made the case for incorporating  
ecologically appropriate agriculture into the EcoCity vision. Urban 
agriculture promotes local, com m unity based food systems, self-sufficiency, 
and it instills a landcare ethic. As described in  the introductory section, the 
issues surrounding food and food production are central to discourse about 
"sustainability" and the balance between humans and the landscape. The 
w ay we currently eat is not sustainable, but instead is caught in  a 
dow nw ard spiral of pesticides, pollutants, soil erosion, and excessive 
transport—  all in  the name of efficiency. Food issues must be part of the 
EcoCity plan.
H ow  should food be a part of the EcoCity Project? Through this 
report, I have assessed the urban agricultural potential of W hyalla,
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considering: the ecological context and environm ental guidelines, 
integration of buildings and food plants, open spaces on cuid off the EcoCity 
Core Site, city-w ide planning issues, and economic context. The real 
potential of urban agriculture in  W hyalla, however, is greater than the 
scope o f this paper. Because com m unity participation must be the im petus 
behind local food projects, the ideas and com m itm ent must come from  the 
com m unity. The Council should play a central role in  encouraging, 
guiding, providing access to, and facilitating urban agricultural projects. In  
turn, the city as a whole w ould benefit from  fresh affordable food, 
com m unity interaction, la n d fill reduction, cleaner air, job creation, and a 
sense of self-sufficiency.
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Report's Appendix 1
Possible Bush Tucker Plants for W hyalla
Acacia victoriae (Elegant W attle)
Evergreen, spreading shrub or sm all tree w ith  sharp spines and cream- 
colored flowers.
Adaptable, m ulti-purpose for broad range of soil types. N itrogen fixing  
legum e. Tolerant of frost, drought, saline and lim e conditions.
Uses: Seed produces high quality flou r when roasted and m illed.
Capparis mitchelii (W ild  Orange)
Sm all rounded tree or shrub w ith  dense green foliage and fleshy fru it 
w hich ripens year round. Grows w ell in  m inim al rain fall. Tolerant of 
frost drought and alkaline soils. Good host for quandong.
Uses: Fru it may be eaten raw  or in  desserts.
Eremocitrus glauca (Desert Lim e)
Evergreen, upright, prickly shrub w ith  grey-green foliage and seedless 
yeUow-green fruits. These fru its are closely related to commercial citrus 
and can be grafted onto citrus rootstocks. M oderately tolerant of frost, 
drought and alkaline soils. Quandong host.
Uses: Fruits used in  chutneys, jams, sauces, desserts, etc.
Santalum acuminatum  (Sweet Quandong)
Evergreen, rounded shrub to sm all tree. Sm all cream colored flowers and 
round red fru its. Quandongs thrive in  areas of m inim al rainfall. They are 
partial root parasites w hich benefit from  a host plant. Tolerant of high  
alkalin ity zmd drought. Into lerant of root disturbance.
Uses: Ripe firuit may be eaten fresh but is usually dried, then reconstituted. 
The stone is edible, and is reputed to contain santalbic acid, a natural 
antibiotic. *
Solanum centrale (Bush Tom ato)
Evergreen, sm all prickly shrub. Grey-green hairy leaves, purple flowers, 
and yellow  fruits. Occur in  areas of scant ra in fa ll on red sandy soils. 
Adaptable and hardy.
Uses: Fruits ripen year round and may be eaten fresh or dried. D ried fruits 
can be chopped or ground into pow der to spice soups, marinades, and 
stews. Fruits are high in  protein and carbohydrate, potassium, iron, and 
vitam in  C.
Tetragonia tetragonoides (W arrigal or N ative Spinach)
Evergreen perennial, ram blish ground cover. Large leaves are succulent.
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Grows in  sem i-arid to arid  areas, and is hardy and vigorous ground 
cover. M oderate frost and drought tolerance. Leaves contain w ater soluble 
"oxalates" w hich should be eaten in  m oderation.
Uses: Leaves used as spinach for salads or hot w ith  grains, etc.
Ficus platypoda (Desert Fig or w ijirrk i)
Grows on bushes in  ro cty  outcrops or at the base of rocks. Ripe figs turn  
red orange when ripe.
Uses: Eaten raw  or made into preserves.
Ipmoea costata (Desert Yam  or i/ala)
Staple food of central Australia. D ifficu lt to locate, as it grows up to 90 cm 
underground. W hen the tubers are growing, they are m arked by runners 
or dorm ant stems.
Uses: As a sweet potato. Traditionally cooked under coals.
Less adaptable, but possibilities:
Kunzea pomifera (M untries)
Evergreen creeping shrub. Green berries become tinged w ith  pink when 
ripe. Require a m inim um  of 500 m m  rain fall, and soils w ith  good 
drainage. M oderately tolerant of drought, frost, lim e and saline soil.
Uses; Sweet apple-flavored berries for desserts and salads or cooked in  pies, 
jams, e tt.
Billardiera cymosa (Sweet Appleberry)
A  non-vigorous tw ining clim ber if  supported, or spreading shrub. N arrow  
dark green foliage w ith  reddish brow n berries in  late summer. Require a 
m inim um  of 300 m m  ra in fa ll. M oderately drought, frost, and alkaline soil 
resistant.
Uses: Dessert berry w ith  apple and aniseed aftertaste.
Report's Appendix 2
Some Exotic Food Producing A rid  Land Plants
Ceratonia siliqua (Carob)
Long lived M editerranean tree grown for its sugary pods. Seeds have high  
nutrient value. G round m eal is a chocolate or coffee substitute.
Citrus spp. (Various citrus fru its)
Perennial shrubs or trees w hich include lem on, lim e, cumquat, orange, 
grapefruit, m andarin. Can w ithstand light frost. Does w ell in  W hyalla.
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Olea europea (O live)
Sm all long lived M editerranean tree. Useful o il crop and shade tree. Can 
grow  on th in , rocky soils.
Ficus carica (Fig)
Deciduous M editerranean shrub or tree. F ru it eaten fresh or dried.
Pistatia vera (Pistachio)
M editerranean nut producing tree. Non-legum e nitrogen fixer.
Passiflora mollisima (Passionfruit)
Semi-deciduous. Loses some leaves in  cool w eather. Vigorous growers 
and climbers. Edible fru it, sun deflector to shade w alls, or to cover w ater 
tanks and sheds.
Vitis vinifera (Grape)
Long lived  deciduous perennial vine. Planted on trellis. Fresh fru it, 
raisins, w ine, juice, leaves used in  cooking. Seeds for cooking o il. Vines 
block summ er sun,
Armeniaca vulgaris (A pricot)
Prunus dulcis (A lm ond)
Vegetables
Perennial: asparagus, sweet potato, com frey, some beans
Annual: tomato, capsicum, chilies, okra, silverbeet, peas, dry beans,
sprouts
Tubers and Roots: sweet potato, turn ip , garlic, sunchoke.
R ejw rt's Appendix 3
The N o D ig  G ardening Technique: Three M ethods
EsÜxer Dean's M ethod:
(From Esther Dean’s Gardening Book: Growing W ithout Digging, p. 16-18.)
Beds are raised above ground level, form ed w ith  old pieces of hardboard, 
concrete, bricks, etc.
1. Spread paper or cardboard on bottom  of bed.
2. Cover newspaper w ith  pads of lucerne hay.
3. Sprinkle w ith  organic fe rtilize r o r m anure.
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4. Cover w ith  loose straw 8 inches.
5. Sprinkle w ith  fe rtilize r or m anure.
6. O n top, layer compost 3-4 inches.
B ill M ollison's M ethod:
(From Mollison's Permaculture One, p. 40.)
1. Sprinkle area w ith  dolom ite and chicken m anure or blood and bone 
m eal.
2. T ile  and overlap area w ith  sheet m ulch m aterial: cardboard, old  
m aterial, newspaper, etc.
3. W ater this layer w ell.
4. A pply 8 cm of: straw , m anure in  sawdust, seagrass, or leaves.
5. Finally, apply 15 cm of pine needles, raked leaves, dry straw, chips, or 
sawdust.
6. W ater u n til w ell soaked.
Excel Enterprise's M ethod
1. Sprinkle area w ith  m anure and blood/bone m eal.
2. Layer thickly w ith  shredded paper.
3. Layer w ith  washed seaweed.
4. A dd several inches of compost around seed or seedling.
5. M ulch w ith  straw  or non-weedy m ulch m aterial ligh tly  around 
seedling, heavily elsewhere.
Report's Appendix 4
W indB reaks
The Benefits of W indbreaks:
•  They increase crop and pasture yields, and im prove crop quality by 
reducing wm d damage and m oisture loss.
•  They provide w ild life  habitat fo r local fauna including insect eating birds 
and other crop predators.
•  They can provide stock fodder, honey, visual screens, and food.
Design and Spacing:
The most effective w indbreaks are m ultip le rows of trees and shrubs 
w ith  varied heights. In  a w indbreak using several rows of trees, the lowest 
shrubs should face the oncoming w ind, and the tallest trees should face the 
crop area. W indbreaks have a beneficial effect for 10-25 times their height. 
The length of a w indbreak should be 10-20 times its height to reduce the
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effects of turbulence. In  m ulti-row  windbreaks, spacing between rows 
should be approxim ately 2-4 meters.
Species:
Species selection for windbreaks depends on specific needs (num ber 
of rows, height, desired effect etc.) The W hyalla Parks and Gardens can 
provide lists of appropriate w indbreak trees for W hyalla.Report's Appendix
Copy of the Food Survey Conducted at W estlands 
Shopping Center on 19/4/97
1.) W hat fruits, vegetables, nuts, or herbs do you purchase regularly?
2.) To the best of you knowledge, where are ti\ese grown?
3.) Do you grow  any fruits, vegetables, herbs, or nuts at home?
(If so, w hich ones?)
4.) If  you do not, w hy not?
5.) If  you had a space in  a com m unity garden setting where recycled w ater 
was available to you, w ould you consider growing some of your own food 
there?
6.) W ould you buy a locally grow n product over an im ported one, if the 
prices w ere sim ilar?
7.) M ake any further comments concerning food growing in  W hyalla.
Report's Appendix 6:
Food Producing Trees in  W hyalla: Common M anagem ent 
Questions and Concerns
The suggestion of growing food trees in  public places brings about common 
concerns relevant to management. The follow ing is an effort to address 
some o f those issues.
I. Has this ever been done before?
Yes. The follow ing lists global examples of food producing trees on public 
lands:
Seaford, N oarlunga, South A ustralia
A n edible landscape park was planted in  1992 in  this southern 
suburb of A delaide. One hundred fru it trees of twenty different species, 
including native fru it producers, w ere chosen for their suitability to the 
clim ate, and are used as educational tools for schools and local residents.
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Village Homes, Davis, California
C alled the most "edible suburb in  the w orld," V illage Homes 
provides a unique exam ple of urban food production. U p to 90% of the 
com m unity’s total food requirem ents are m et in  the im m ediate 
environm ent. Instead of the conventional suburban design, the houses in  
this developm ent are clustered into groups of eight, surrounding a 
common area. These clusters are divided by greenbelts of bike paths and 
sm all orchards w hich are owned and com m unity managed. Tw elve of the 
total sixty V illage Homes acres are orchards and vineyards.
San Lorenzo, Equador
In  1992, fifteen hundred fru it trees were planted in  the streets of San 
Lorenzo. The plantings w ere an effort to relieve hunger, a depressed 
economy, and poverty though urban food production.
Bingara, New South Wales
In  1952, orange trees were planted in  Bingara to commemorate the 
A ustralian Arm ed Forces. In  an annual picking ceremony, school students 
pidc fru it to take home and to donate to hospitals, veterans, and elderly 
citizens.
Case Studies in Metropolitan Adelaide
U niversity of A delaide student. Sue E ltah ir, w rote her masters; 
dissertation on the management of food producing trees in  public places in  
Adelaide. H er thesis focuses on three case studies where fru it and nut trees 
were planted along streets and in  food parks. She looks at management 
sand com m unity responses to urban agriculture as an im portant aspect of 
an ecologically sustainable city. M uch of the inform ation in  this appendix 
comes from  her study of Adelaide.
Food producing street trees in  Adelaide include: oranges and other 
citrus varieties, w alnuts, feijoas, alm onds, olives, and apples. The 
follow ing fru its are grow n in  public parks: almonds, apples, plums, pecans, 
figs, pears, m ulberries, lemons, and quinces.
n W Iio  will manage the trees and harvest the fruit?
In  Adelaide, the m aintenance of food-producing trees n streets, 
parks, and reserves is most comm only the responsibility of local councils. 
In  some places, committees and local residents managed and harvested the 
trees w ithout council involvem ent. M ore than half the residents surveyed 
by E ltah ir participated in  some m aintenance. (M ulching, cleaning up 
fallen branches,) S im ilarly, at V illage Homes, tree maintenance is the 
responsibility of the closest resident.
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Tree management is an area w here Council could w ork 
creatively to encourage com m unity participation. Richard Fox, the form er 
Head of Parks and Gardens in  W hyalla suggests that an "adopt-a-tree" 
scheme m ight be appropriate— w here a resident or com m unity group 
m em ber assumes responsibility for the tree's care during its first few  years. 
Fox suggests tria l blocks of food trees to be planted in  selected 
neighborhoods.
M anagem ent of the trees also means management of the harvest. 
O ptions include: neighborhood use, ind ividu al use, com m unity harvest 
and use, and com m ercial ventures.
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U iW ill fru it trees be more expensive and more difficult to maintain?
A lthough food producing trees require attention during their 
nascent years of life , the same clim ate-appropriate, low  maintenance 
considerations can be applied to these trees as are applied to current species 
chosen for street trees. Com m unity management can and should be 
u tilized .
For W hyalla, as should be true of any city, the environm ental and 
economic cost of outside inpute for urb«m vegetation is a prim ary 
consideration. In  most cases of traditional developm ent, planners design 
open space for a low  in itia l cost of establishment rather than the lowest 
long term  cost. Food producing trees may be slightly more expensive 
in itia lly , but can survive after establishm ent, w ith  m inim al maintenance 
or outside inputs.
rV What are the common problems associated with food producing trees 
in public places?
According to park supervisors and local residents interview ed by 
Sue E ltah ir, the m ajor problem  is the liab ility  fo r the council, if a person 
slips on fallen fru it. Some other identified  problems include; "mess ', 
disease, m ore m aintenance, theft, vandalism , short life  span, poor quality  
fru it.
R EC O M M EN D A TIO N S:
I Species Selection
W ith  the purpose of m aintaining the in tegrity of the native 
vegetation, and encouraging knowledge of indigenous culture, native bush 
tudcer should be interplanted w ith  exotic food producing species. This can 
be done in  a variety of ways: planting native trees amongst exotic species 
on streets or in  parks; creating bush tucker garden reserves for educational 
and food producing purposes on public lands.
Because W hyalla’s clim ate is unique, exotic species selection must be 
appropriate for the region. Fox suggests stone fruits, such as peaches, 
apricots, and quandongs; citrus; and nuts such as almonds, carob, and 
pistachios.
n  Water Conservation
Steps should be taken for w ater conservation in  all cases: recycled 
w ater, m ulching, swales, and conservation irrigation  techmques.
in  Community Involvement
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Sue E ltah ir suggests the follow ing venues for public 
participation:
• Com m unity gardens attached to city councils
•  Com m unity groups in  stewardship roles: scouts, service groups, clubs, 
schools, neighborhoods
•  Celebrations
•  Encouraging sm all business enterprises.
•  Encouraging the input, knowledge, and participation of the local 
A borig inal com m unity
• (to w hich w e w ould add) Involving local environm ental groups.
R eport s Appendix 7
Contacts and Resources
N A T IV E  PLA N TS A N D  C O N S E R V A TIO N
Books:
Australian Native Plants, by John W rigley and M urray Fadd Collins
More than a Catalogue, A ustralian W oods and Forests Departm ent of SA
Flora of South Australia, G overnm ent P rinting
Native Trees of South Australia, W oods and Forests Departm ent
Bush Regeneration: Recovering Australian Landscapes, by Robin
Buchanan
Contacts:
*Friends of W hyalla Conservation Park 
* W hyalla Revegetation G roup  
Society for G rowing A ustralian Plants 
Councilor C linton G arret
BUSH TUCKER
Books:
The BushFood Handbook, by V . C heridoff and Jennifer Isaacs 
Bush Food: Aboriginal Food and Herbal Medicine, by Jennifer Isaacs 
Bush Tucker, by Tim  Lowe
Contacts:
*G eraldine Anderson
*W endy Sysophant, U niversity of South A ustralia  
A ustralian N ative Produce Industries in  Paringa
G A R D E N IN G  IN  W H Y A LLA
Books:
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Gardens in the Desert, C entral A ustralian Conservation Council 
Plants for Dry Gardens, by Heather Hartshom e 
Food from Dryland Gardens: An Ecological, Nutritional, and Social 
Approach to Small Scale Household Food Production, by Daniela Soleri 
and D avid  Cleveland
Contacts;
*The W hyalla Garden Society
O R G A N IC  G A R D E N IN G
Books:
Australia and New Zealand Organic Gardening, by Peter Bennet 
Esther Dean's Gardening Book: Growing Without Digging, by Esther 
Deans
The Backyard Organic Garden: How to Grow Vegetables Using Ecological
Methods, by K eith  Sm ith
Organic Gardening, by Jacqueline French
GREEN RECYCLING  A N D  C O M PO STIN G
Books:
The Reverse Garbage Mulch Boofe, by Sandra Clayton
No Garbage: Composting and Recycling, by A llen  G ilbert
Work from Waste: Recycling Waste to Create Employment, by Jon Volger
Contacts
*W hyaUa Organic Recyclers, Les Cowan 
*A LC U E
SEED S A V IN G  
Books:
The Seed Saver's Handbook for Australia and New Zealand, by M ichel and 
Jude fa n to n
Contacts:
The Seed Savers; N etw ork, Byron Bay, NSW
RO O FTO P A N D  B A LC O N Y G A R D E N IN G /U R B A N  GREENSPACE 
Books:
Building Green, by Jacqueline Johnson and John New ton
Nature in Cities: The Natural Environment in Design and Development
of Urban Green Space, by Ian  Laurie
* denotes a W hyalla contact
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